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One of my chief motives in undertaking
this study for my M. Th. Degree was in order to

become more acquainted with an area of research

and practice which has a direct and immediate

be?ring on my work as a minister. This practical
concern underlies the form and presentation of the
final dissertation.

Chapter One

After recognizing the increasing emphasis
laid on the centrality of the therapeutic relationship
in modern psychotherapy and counselling, I then proceed
to define the term •relationship* and to examine how

the therapeutic relationship is regarded in eeveratl
related areas of ps,> c ho there^y end counselling:
classical psy cno-anai,, sis, xjeychiatry, counselling
(non-medical) and behaviour therapy.

I then seek to determine the several reasons

th.- t account for the present increased emphasis on the
value of the therapeutic relationship j.n psychotherapy
and counselling.

Finally, the extent to which the pastor's
role in a religious community influences his counselling
functions is examined.

Chapter Two

This chapter is essentially devoted to

examining the main characteristics of the therapeutic

relationship, what particular functions the,; serve, and
how their use in pastoral counselling is infori ed by

theological insights.
The main substance of the chapter is considered

un< er the thr^e headings:

(a) Permissive

(b) Acceptance

(c) Won-judgmental.



Chapter Three

This chapter considers the rain ethode and

techniques employed by the pastor in counselling.

(a) Rapport

(b) Internal Frame of Reference

(c) Empathy
(d) Listening

(e) Reflection

(f) Interpretation

"What is the technique?" "How is it employed?" "Whet
is its function?" are questions constantly asked and
answered. The limitations of time, training and
resources of the pastor are recognized as specially

important in applying these techniques.

Chapter Four

The therapeutic relationship is *a human
interaction*. If it is to achieve its purpose in full,
then certain factors which would limit its usefulness

must be removed or rt least controlled. This is done

bj, the process of structuring. Uhe nature and functions
of this process are examined.

Difficulties in achieving the end of counselling
can arise in the process of counselling; in the client or

the counsellor.

The phenomena of trfnsference end countertransference

ere examined, and p Leo ways of restricting; their more

ne stive influence.

The closin, ane- sub-section of chapter four is

devoted to an examinetion of the pastor's alleged
authoritarian and judgmental attitudes.

Whilst studying for and writing this dissertation,

my duties took me for extensive periods to Kalaya, Singapore,

Gibraltar, Morocco end tvice to Northern Ireiand. I wish to
record my indebtedness to Prof. J. Blf c^ie, New College, for
his quiet confidence end reas; urnnee that the final vord

would be written.
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An Examination of the PI; ce ind Function of the

Therapeutic Relationship in Psychotherapy i nd

Counselling';.
A significant characteristic of pos t-war

literature in the field of psychotherapy end counselling
is the deliberate emphasis that is laid on the vital benefits

that result from a genuine inter-personal relationship which
is marked by trust and acceptance. Such a relationship is
considered as being the corner-stone of therapy and

counselling. The first concern of all who would deal with

personal problems is to establish such a relationship.
Carl R. Rogers maintains that the relationship itself, apart
from the skills and methods of the counsellor, is •e growth

experience'.1 Throughout the literature of different schools,
this emphasis on the fundamental importance of the

relationship is a recurring theme.
In his book, "The Healing Partnership", Bernard

Steinsor write$ that amid the i any methods and syste >.s

vying for allegiance, a growing nu bar of psychologists
are seeking the basis of treatment in the intense

relationship between the patients and themselves. Again:
2

"Whenever ve meet a person there is psychotherapy" Harry-
Gun trip's verdict could not be more explicit. "Thus, in

psychotherapy, the therapist - patient relationship is the

key to the nature and success of the treatment". These
two psychotherapists regard the personal contact between

therapist and patient as the basis of treatment. If ve

want to understand the process and goal of treatment, we

have to analyse the nfiture of the encounter between the

participants.
We find the same emphas- is on the fundamental

4
importance of the relationship in case-work,
1. C. R. Rogers, 'Counselling and Ps,>chothera y', Ch. IV ft also

Cf» K. Hearman, 'An Introduction to Pastoral Counselling ' pp.20-3^
2. B. Steinsor, 'The Healin Partnership', p. 8.
3. rf. Guntrip, 'Healing the Sick ind', p. 129.
4. P.P. Biestek, 'The Catsevork Relati nship•, pp 4-19 ft also Cf,

G. Hamilton, 'Theory end Practice of Social Casework'.
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marriage guidance, and pastoral counselling . Writers
in these separate fields are agreed that the initial and

necessary step of a counsellor must be to create e

relationship which, by its mutual warmth and acceptance,
provides a c ntext in vhich the professional help can be

offered and accepted. When for any reason such a relationship
fails to develop, then a vital factor in counselling is
absent.

niettek defines the relationship as the
constructive new environment in which the casework r

carries out his function. The relationship between the

caseworker and the client is the medium through which
the knowledge of human nature and of the individual is

used; knowledge alone, with, ut skill in relationship,
is inadequate. The relationship is also the channel of
the entire casework process; through it flow the mobilization
of the capacities of the individual, and the mobilization
of community resources; through it also flow the skills

3
xn interviewing, study, diagnosis, and treatment. " The
aim of the caseworker, v.hen v eeting people who are in

trouble, is to convey to them, through the warmth with
vhich they are received, that they are in the presence of
someone \ho is prepared to listen to their difficulties

carefully and with sy pathy, so th.- t their proble s can

be unfolded without fear op blam.e or <nisunderstand ing.
In this way a relationship can come into being that
enables them to feel free tc tell th-=ir story in their
ovn manner end ft their own pace. A relationship that

gives this sense of freedom often provides a new and
velcome environ ent to those who are in distress, and

forms the beginning of the helping process. J.H. Wellis,
a counsellor v.ith considerable experience in I arris e

Guidance, ives it as his considered v rdict that the
essence of counselling s that it can only vork helpfully
where there is a natural fnd sincere relationship between

1. J. A. Wsllis, 'Counselling and Social Welfare'
2. H.J. Clinebell, 'Basic Types of Pastoral Counselling,'
3. P.P. Biestek, OP. CIT. , p. 4.
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the counsellor and hie client. To be an adequate

counsellor, a person hae not ot to be an immaculate

word-perfeet technician but a person who cares greatly,
and can enter into genuine relationships with those who
are in need. Wallis telle ue that counselling is not a

technique but a practical skill. This practical skill
is not at matter of following someone else's method, trying
to do as teacher says, but the capacity to understand what
the situation means to the client; to be sensitive to

nuances of feelings, and to listen to the client's
communications without reacting along the lines of one's
own problems and experiences, of which one may be reminded,
perhaps in a disturbing way.

In the latest writing on pastoral counselling,
the relationship is given similar e •phasis. As we are

going to be concerned with the therapeutic relationship
in pastoral counselling for the greater part of this

dissertation, all that need be done at present is to

acknowled e that in this matter pastoral counselling is
in agree- ent with other forms of counselling. 'Counselling
consists of the establishment and subsequent utilization of

a relationship, the quality of which can be described as

therapeutic (healing), maieutic (facilitating birth), or

reconciling (restoring f ruptured relationships). This
is the psjc ological environment in which he; ling, i rowth
and successful coping can occur. Such a relationship is
the sine qua non of counselling. Counselling procedures

p
and techniques are helpful only within such a context.' •

Much of the literature reflects the influence of inter-
3

personal psychiatry, and, to a greater degree, the
4

influence of client"centred therapy upon pastoral counselling .

1. J. H. Wallis, OP. CIT., and also cf. F. Fromm-Reichmann,
'Principles of Intensive sychothera y, 'Ch. 11.

2. il. J. Clinebell, OP. CIT., ppS9-60.
3. H. S. Sullivan, 'The Interperson? 1 Theory of Psychiatry'.
4. C.R. Ropers, 'Client-Centred Therapy'.



What I intend to do in the remaining part of
this chapter is to

(1) give a definition of the t=rm 'relationship•;

(2) examine the chrracter and function of the

relationship in classical psycho-analysis,

psychiatry, counselling (non-medical) and
behaviour therapy;

(3) determine the reasons for the present

emphasis on the therapeutic relationship in the
several areas under discussion;

(4) and, finally, as a preamble to the other

chapters, elucidate the practical consequences

for the pastor's work as counsellor that follow
from his statue as a leader of a religious

coma-unity.

1. l)ef nition of the term 'Relationship'

Inter-uersonal relationships remain a permanent

characteristic of human life, from the cradle to the grave,

fte sometimes speak of a men's private life, and the phrase
stands for a precious truth. If the citadel of his personal

being is not respected as something sacred and inviolable;
if he is not on end in himself but a mere thoroughfare for
others to trample, hie manhood is being exploited and denied.

But, on the other hand, the*e is, strictly speaking, no such

thing as a man's private life. There is nothing really

priva e, that is, utterly isolated, in a universe where

things exist only in relation to ell other things.

Indeed, o'ne ost private act that any man ct n

perform is to eie, to go out of li e. As long as he is

alive at all, he cannot and does not live unto himself.

Personality is mutual in its very being. For all its

sovereign in ividuelity, the self exists onl,> in a

community of selves. Our inter-personal relrtion- hxp, are

possibly th° principal and exclusive source of real



happiness- and unhappiness. Only through relating v.ith
others in relationships of mutual trust and understanding
does a person discover self-io entity and self-worth. Again,
if a person's relations with others are crippled by

suspicion, anxiety, and misunderstanding, his life becomes
burdened by a sense of futility ana frustration w ich destroy
creativity ana divest life of any joy.

Our i...any possible inter-personal relationships
have generic similarities, but each has its specific fee Lures.

1 2
Biestek: and Rogers state that ve can distinguish between
our various relationships by asking a number of distinct

questions.

(a) what is the purpose of the relationship?
If we have a clearly defined purpose in any

particular relationship that purpose will largely determine
its naiture end quality. In our friendships we can afford
to be relaxed and open because such friendships are built
on a basis of mutual regard and benefit. When our friendships
don't serve such an end, they wit er and die.

The relationship the probation officer has with
his probationers must finally be determined by the sanctions
and requirements of the court - in this case, ihe rehabilita¬
tion of the delinquent. At no stage is either side free to

change the , eneral limits of the relationship.

Interestingly, this matter of a relationship,
which is created and maintained by legal sanctions, has
been a major topic in discussions on prison reforms. It
has long been recognized that prison warders hfve a

positive role to play in rehabilitation. However, it is
now being questioned whether the custodial and remedial
functions can be reconciled. One of the main obstacles is

that the image of the warder is associated with dark, dingy,
and overcrowded prisons. All this, coupled with popular

1. P.P. Biestek, Op. Cit., pp.b-6,
2. C.R. Rogers, 'Counselling tnd Psychotherapy', pp.8b-B6-
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denrnd for harsher punish snts and stricter prison

regimes, makes it extremely difficult to allow a

more positive role to warders in relation to prisoners."*"
(b) Are both parties on terms of equality, and do they
iec°ive mutual benefits from the relationship?

In western society, marriage is consicered
an association of mutual benefit and equality. However,
such is not the case in the doctor/patient or counsellor/

client relationship. In the letter, both the patient
and client are dependent on the training, skill and

understanding of the doctor and counsellor, and non.ally-
are the sole recipients of any benefit from the relationship.
(c) Is there an emotional element in the relationship?

Clerrly, there is a deep emotional component
in the child/parent relationship, vhich is absent from
the bus driver/passenger relationship. As we shall see

th re is en emotional element in the counsellor/client

relationship, but this emotional element is strictly
controlled.

(a) Is it a professional relations nip such as exis ts

between counsellor/'c Lient, or is it unprofessional, as

between friends?

The professional relationship can be defined

as to its terms and limits by law or+ by an institution,
such es the church, or by a social agency.
(e) What is the duration of the relationship?

The professional relationship comes to en end
once it has served its specific purpose. Of course, its
duration v?ries consioerably from profession to profession.
In classical peycho-analysis, for instance, the relationship
could 1.- st a number of years. In pastoral care it is of
an unspecified duration.

1. Ibid., pp. 108-128,



We ere now in a position to offer a definition

of the term 'relationship' as us-d in the professions of

psychotherapy end counselling:

(a) It has a clearly defined purposes to i; prove a person's
mental integration end social functioning.

(b) Parties in the relationship are not on terms of equality.

(c) There is an emotional element, but this effective

component is contained and controlled by .he goal of
the relationship.

(d) It is not a social engagement, but is maintained until
its set function has been reached.

Definition:

This kind of interpersonal relationship is a

controlled and dynamic interaction between two individuals,
with the explicit purpose of assisting one member to desire
i nd achieve ihe fullest solution possible to his problem.

(a) A Controlled Interaction

The material of the relationship is the problem,

liabilities, assets end pro-* ress of the patient/client,
and the resources, skills and time of the psychotherapist/
counsellor. These two sets of factors define and limit

the interaction. Dor example the offering of interpretation
must be partly controlled by the patient's/client's
readiness to accept the interpretation. A mistimed

interpretation is likely to create anxiety which could

severely retard further pro? ress.

(b) A dynamic Interaction

The core of he relationship is this dynamic
interaction. It results from the interplay of perceiving,

thinking and feeling personalities which constantly act
f nd react to each other's que; tione, answers, facial
expressions, manners and even dress. The dynamic interaction
is the sum total of all that happens between the participants
- ell the words spoken, all the feelings, attitude; and
thoughts expressed - <n fact everything that both parties do

2
+ Afro+.h r». ov rt, and covert.

1. Ibid., pp. 205-206.
2. F. P. Biestek, op. cit. pp.-19.



Because mhe interaction is e dynamic movement,
it can change pace, direction or quality re a result of
a number of factors. Jor instance, anxiety, fear or

embarrassment on the part of the client or patient can

be a real obs tacle to progret s.

The interaction moves at least in three main

direc tions:

(a) groin client to counsellor.
When a client coies for help, he is often

ssailed by feelings of inadequacy, shame or aggression,
or any combination of these feelings.. He vill be concerned
about what kind of reception he will get; whether he will
be accepted v,ith sensitivity, warmth, end understanding,
or whether his self-loathing end rejection will only be
confirmed.

(b) grom the counsellor to the client

The counsellor will be concerned to give the
client the impression that he is accepted on his own

terms. It is here that Carl Rogers's insights rre most
c

valid and relevant. He writes that the counsellor must

genuinely feel the feelings he expressee to the client.
If there is a contradiction between what he really feels
and whrt he overtly expresses, the client will sense it,
rnd progress will be block d. It is found that personal

change is facilitated when the psychotherapist is whet
he is, when in his relationship with his client, he is

genuinely without front or facade, openly being the

feelings and attitudes vhich at that movement are flowing
in him. We have coined the term " congRuence" to tr,> and
Describe thi.s condition. By this we mean that the feelings
the therapist is experiencing are available to him, availshi
to his awareness, and he is able to live those feelings,
be them, rnd able to communicate them, if appropriate.
Mo one fully achieves this condition; yet the more he

therapist is able to listen acceptantly to what is ?oing
on within himself, and the rore he is able to be like the



complexity of hie feeling; , without fet?r, the higher the
r

degree of congruence.

(c) From Client to Counsellor

As the client senses the counsellor's genuine

ecce tence, he gains freedom end coverage to explore his

problem in grester depth. He ie released from the anxiety
of his self-concern, and gains confidence to face the

dynamics of his problem.
IIow the client perceives the counsellor is of

vital importance. Only as he perceives the counsellor
ee warm, conoerned, dependable and consistent, will he
undertake the often painful process of self-examination.

Equally important is how the c ient perceives
the relationship. Here is the environment in which he

deals with his problem. If the atmosphere of this
environ ent is relaxed, and without threat or intimidation,
he will relax his defences, and increasingly respond to
the counsellor's approaches.

Before leaving this discussion of the definition
of the relationship as understood in . sjchotherapy end
counsellin , we must look at the important matter of
attitudes and their pervasive influence on the relationship.

Allport defines an attitude as 'a neural state
of readiness, organized through experience, exerting a

directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's

response to objects and situations with which it is
2

related' Again, Krech and Crutch-field define an

attitude "as'en enduring organization of motivational,

emotional, perceptual and cognitive processes with respect
3

to so e aspect of the individual's vorld'

1. C.R. Rogers, 'On Becoming a Person', p.61.
2. G. Yv. Allport, 'Attitudes', in 'Handbook of Social Psychology'
3. P. Krech and R.S. Crutohfield, 'Theory and Problems of

Social Psychology!.
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These two definitions serve to highlight two

aspects of ettitudes which are important for our understand¬

ing of therapeutic relationships.

(a) Our attitudes influence not only how we feel about

people, things and situations, but also our behaviour
tov;ards them. We ell have set attitud.es to religion,

pontics, the opposite sex, superiors etc; and our

behaviour towards them is determined by our ettitudes.
We may not be consciously aware of the influence of
certain attitudes on our behaviour, but they are none

the less powerful ior being outside our awareness. It
is at this point I find myself in disagreement with
Biestek's definition of an attitude.'An attitude', he

writes, 'is a volitional direction based upon an

intellectual conviction, and in so e instances coloured
X

with an emotion*. It is fairly well agreed today that

many of our basic attitudes are formed in childhood,
before we have developed our intellectual capacity to

weigh competing claims, or to form 'a volitional response'.

Anyway, it would be extremely difficult to show that our

attitudes to our most vital concerns are wholly 'based
u on an intellectual conviction'.

Our attitudes co. e to be tied together into

'frames of reference'. In 'Persuasion and Healing'
Prank calls there 'frames of reference' our 'assumptive

world* by which we impose order and regularity on the
o

welter of experiences impinging on us.' Each one of
us perceives the world t. nd its people through his own

attitudes, and he cannot always distinguish between
vhat elements in his perception are his own, and those
which are given by the outside world. A perception is

really a complex structure, pertly supplied by what ihe
world gives, and partly by our ov;n attitudes to things
an-; people.'
1. P.P. Biesaek, Op.Cit. p. 13
2. J. D. Prank:, 'Persuasion end Healing', pp20-30.
3. G. A. Miller, 'Psychology', Ch. Vll.



(b) In counselling our attitudes ore expressed by verbal
and non-verbal corouun ications. To be successful in

counselling the counsellor should be aware of the
attitudes which are i plemented by the responses he
makes and ihe psychologic?1 climate they are likely
to create. There can be no substitute for honest

X •

self-awareness.

(2) The'Nature and Function of the Therapeutic

Relationship in Classical I'sycho-anal.ysis.

In classical psycho-analysis the relationship
between the therapist find the patient is less personal
and social than in other forms of psychiatry. In psycho¬

analysis the therapist remains relatively neutral, and

stays within his disciplined and well circumscribed role.
A personal meeting or encounter between therapist rnd

patient is discouraged* Freud himself insisted that

"rbstinence" is the emotional approach best suited to

analytic therapy. 'At the ecturl session the patient
carries on his free associations while 1,> ing on a couch,
at the head of which the analyst sits out of direct vision,

interrupting or interpreting as little as possible
an orthodox analyst will adopt a strictly neutral attitude'.

Though this was the orthodox Freudian posit ton,
it was not unchallenged, even at the beginning of

psycho-analysis. Sandor Ferenczi was one of Freud's
earliest and ablest supporters. He advocated that ths

therapist should <~>nter into a positive and giving

relationship with his patient. He recognised that a

pat Lent neeoe, fLrst and foremost, primal, absolute and
unconditional loving. It was Ferenczi who was the first
in psycho-anaLytic circles to teach the doctrine that 'the

physician's love heals the patient'^
1. L.M. Brammer and E. L. Shostro *Tber- peutic Psychology*,

Ch. VI. and elsoOf-C.R. Rogers, Op. cit., pp. 3S-57.
9. -T. A.fi. Hrnwn 'p-rpuri ? nri the Post-Freud ir ns' . a. 33.

3. S. Ferenczi, 'Further Contributions to the Theory and
Technique of rsychoansly sis' and also of- i.JJ. Suttie 'The
Orifihs of Love fnd hate', Ch.Axv.
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we need to ask, however, why such emphasis
was laid on the relative passivity of the therapist
in classical psycho-analysis.
(a) Spread recognised the positive value of distress
and anxiety in activating the patient to remain in

therapy, and so work through his fundamental problems.

Support from the therapist in the form of" affection or

reassurance ight only serve to diminish the patient's
distress without any improvement in hie condition.
(b) Again, Freud feared that the patient might make
'a flight into health' that would onl^ be temporary,
if the therapist were to show any positive feelings.
The patient would simulate a spurious recovery to

please the therapist, or to escape from a situation
which was becoming too demanding.

(c) These were only the peripheral reasons behind the

emphasis on therapist neutrality in analysis. The basic
"-eason is found in Freud's understending of neurotic
illness and of the dynamics of therapy. Perhaps the
most basic premise of analytical theory, as related
to psychotherapy and personality structure, is that

present ten;ions and difficulties are related to past

events. This means in effect that all neuroses,

maladjustments and psychological distresses have bases
in the past. Analytical pE^chotherapy deals primarily
with the relief of present psychological distress
through recognition of the influence of the past."1"

Now,if the therapist were to take an active

part in the therapy, there is a very real danger that
his personality would hinder and distract the patient
from the task of gaining in: ight into himself and his

repressions. The analyst on the whole will avoid

1 J. A. C. Brown, Op. Cit., Cb. 11.
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expressions of pleasure or displeasure, or any sort of
coijments about progress which raijht influence the

patient's attitudes; his aim is to be rs unobtrusive
as possible and to provide, as it were, a screen upon

which attitudes are projected without his own personality
distorting them.x The aim is to allow the patient to
enter into a relationship or series of relationships
with the analyst. The patient casts the analyst in
a number of roles and transfers to him feelings which

originated in other situations. This is Freud's theory
of transference, and is the i eans whereby the patient
can gain insight into the unconscious factors underlying
his trouble. In the psycho-analylie view, it is the
deliberate neutrality and laclc of overt participation
on the part of the therapist which help these ambivalent,
archaic feelings to arise.

When the therapist is required to interfere,

usually it is with the purpose of communicating so e

scientific observation or interpretation.

It is fairly veil accepted in psychotherapy
rnd counselling that a certain decree of ambiguity in

counselling has positive therapeutic implications.

'Ambiguity serves the function of allowing the client to

project his feelings into the ambiguous counselling
situation. This is done easily, since humans tend to
handle ambiguous stimuli in terms of th^ir own projected,

unique responses. This process f projecting feelings
aids idle client to become aware and concerned about his

feelings, thus enablxng the counsellor to deal v.ith xhem
2

through counselling techniques. '

1. Ibid., p. 33.

2. L. . Bremmer and E.L. Shostrom, Op. Git., p. 148,
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This same point is made as regards the role
of the counsellor. 1The^e is some danger to the relationship
if the counsellor is too definite a personality to the
client or he becomes too intimately known as e person

by the client. This moderate personal ambiguity is
necessary eo that the client can project any role he
wishes on the counsellor it is necessary to point
out that the less the client knows about the counsellor's

personal feelings and private life, the easier it is
for him to play an effective therapeutic role.' 1
2.
(B) Relationship Therapy in Psychotherapy,,

A number of leading psycho-therapists -
2

commonly called the Neo-Freudians,- question whether
the pure gold of analysis has proved itself as effective
end relevant as the early psycho-analysts were wont to
believe. Some patients in psycho-analysis have achieved
profound personality change without attaining self-knowledge
or appreciation of emotional factors which underlie their

neurosis. Others, again, who have undergone intensive

psycho-analysis, have not experienced personality change,
even though they have gained a deep awareness of factors
in their life history of which they had had little previous
awareness.

In the early si-ages of the psycho-analytic
movement, it was held that any therapist, who was fully
trained in the use of therapeutic techniques, emotionally

mature, and professionally responsible, could be expected
to treat patients, regardless of their res ective

personalities. It is increasingly recognised that

1. Ibid., p.148.

2. C. S. Hall and G. Lirdzey, 'Theories of personality',
and also of J. A. C. Brown, Op. Cit., passim.
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interpersonal factors are very important in the treatment,

especially the quality of the relationship between the

therapist end the patient.
The Features of Relationship Theran,y

(a) In Relationship Therapy the therapist is no longer
content to remain a neutral observer. Sullivan describes

the new role of the therapist as that of a "participant -
1

observer". The relationship is one for which therapist
and client are equally responsible. The therapist accepts
and responds to the patient's approaches. His personal

contribution to the relationship is not restricted to
the offering of scientific information and interpretation.
He is not required to bar ell responsive reactions of

spontaneity, or to conceal his own characteristics and
identities in order to remain as anonymous as possible.

2
He responds as a full person.

(b) The therapist communicates certain attitudes to

the client which the 'orthodox' psycho-analyst would

acknowledge only indirectly, end rarely share with the

patient except by implication. Karl Kenninger stresses

the fact that the constructive aspects of the analyst's

personality play a direct part in the therapy. The

example of the peycho-enalyst himself - his poise, his

patience, his fairness, his consistency, his rationality,
his kindness, in short T his real love for the patient—

3
plays an important function in the therapy. In full

relationship therapy the therapist's personality and
his actual feelings for the client are active inpredi nts
in the cure. 'The crux of the matter is that love is

expressed in all counselling; the counsellors row say

th't it must be °xpre^sed, if counselling is to make a

1. H. S. Sullivan, Op, Cit.

2. L.i:. Brammer and E1L. Shostroi , Op. Cit., Ch. VI.
3. K. Menninger, 'Theory of Psychoanaljtic? I Technique,

PP. 93-cJ8.
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difference to the patient'^.
(c) The rel- tionehip is regarded as a miniature
community. In this environment the patient receives

support from the unqualified solicitousnese of the

therapist; and gains not onl^ intellectual but emotional
feedback from his fellow-participant.'The psychotherapist
must give the patient a perfectly real relationship which
remains the one stable factor thro\igh all the patient's

fluctuating oods. It must be a relationship in which
the patient feels a genuine and not a simulated sympathy,
which sequels the kind of patience end persistence which

enables the patient to discover that after each emotional

crisis, however difficult it has been, the relationship
is still there as the enduring foundation of his hope
p , 2of a cure.'

2„ The Nature ana Function of the Therapeutic
.

Relationship in Counselling

We o e r uch of cur present knowledge of the
nature and function of the therapeutic relationship in

counselling to client-centred therapy, ana especially
3

to the writings of Carl R. Rogers." He maintains that
much well-intenti ned counselling fails because a genuine

inter-personal relationship is not created in the first
instance. Without such a relationship there is no

found'tion on which counselling can bulla.

1. P. Halmos, 'The Faith of the Counsellors', «5>1.
2. H. Guntrip, Op. Cit. , pp,128-12S»

3. C.R. Rogers, Op. Cit.
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In their book, ' Therapeutic Ps.* chology..
Fundamentals of Counselling a nd Psychotherapy', the
authors declare, 'The heart of the therapeutic process

is the relttIonship established between the counsellor
•and the client'."'' Rogers regards the ther; peutic

relationship as a social bond which differs fundamentally
fro. any the client has hitherto experienced. He finds
these differentiae of the therapeutic relationship ,.n

its qualities of freeooi. froir. coercion, permissiveness,
disinterested acceptance of the client, and warm

responsiveness.

Because such a relationship is the sine qua

non of counselling, ano is the direct product of the

interplay of two different personalities, counselling

theory is increasingly stressing the importance of
e; ctional maturity on the part of the counsellor.
Since the therapeutic effectiveness depends so largely
on the quality of the relationship, the personality,
attitudes, and traits of the counsellor are highly

significant. The personal qualities often stress d

include honesty, sincerity, warmth, flexibility and
sel f-a c cep te n c e.

Functions of uhe Relationship

(a) The psychological climate of the therapeutic
relationship hfs important implications for the client's

self-evaluation. If he meets with t enuine regard a nd

acceptance in the counsellor, he will be confirmed .in
his sense of personal dignity and human worth. He will
feel understooo because of the counsellor's respect for

him as an individual with rights and needs. On the
other hand, if he senses that he is being rejected or

1. L.IvT. Brammer and Hi. i hostrom, Op. Cit., p. 144.
2. C.R. Rogers, 'Counselling and Psycho herapy', Ch. IV.
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condemned, his negative feelings about hi: self will be
reinforced. His conviction of worth remains closely
linked with the counsellor's regard for him.

(b^ The relationship is the medium 'for eliciting,

recognizing, end handling significant feelings tnd
ideas which ere aimed at changing the client's behaviour'.^"
Af the client feels free from threat or rejection, he
vill undertake the painful process of self-understanding.
'An opportunity for free expression enables the client
to explore his situation more adequately than, in most

instances, he has ever done before. Even where emotional

factors are at a inimum, talking about one's ov.n problem
m an atmosphere calculated to make defensivenees unnecessary,

tends to clarify the adjustments which must be srade, to

give a more clear-out picture of problems and difficulties,
to give possible choices th ir true value in terms of
one's own feelings. 2 9

2

(D) The NatLure ? nd Function of the Therapeutic
Rela Lionrhip n Beh.- viour Therapy.

The psychoanalytic approach to personality
and behaviour stresses the importance of the maturational

process (psychosexuel development) the influence of
instinctive impulses, a life energy (libido), the
influence of early experience on the later personality
of the individual, and the irrationality and unconscious
sources of much of human behaviour.

1. L.t". Bremmer and H. L. Shostron , Op. Cit. p. 144 -

?. C.R. Rogers, Op. Cit., p. 171.
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The behavioural group concentrates on the

objective study of human behaviour and the learning

process in particular. Since the emphasis of this

group is on behaviour, their primary concern is to
discover how the behaviour was rcquired, end how it
can be changed. They assume that most of human
behaviour is learned; rnd that human neurotic behaviour

is understood in terms of the basic laws of learning.
A great deal of this therapy is the product

of the immense understanding of behaviour - both animal
and human - which has been garnered over the 3.ast
half-century in the field of Experimental Psychology.

Consequently, many of the terms used in behaviour therapy
are derived from the technical vocabulary of learning

12 3
theorists such as Pavlov, Wetson, and Skinner .

For an understanding of this particular approach
to personal difficulties, it is necessary to give a

schematic account of its main units.

a. Learning

Behaviour therapy attempts to maintain a sxrictly
scienxific orientation. Its main model for understanding
human vers nality is the Stimulas-Responee Theory of

4.
Experimental Psychology. Actually, there is no s-n^le
S-F: theory, but rather a cluster of theories resembling
each other more or less; but at the same ti. e each

pos s"Being certain distinctive qualities.
The strictly behaviouristic explanation of

behaviour sta.rts from the basic assumption that the

pert on has drives. Thes e drives are primarily physiological,
1. I. P. Pavlov, 'Conditioned Reflexes.'
2. J. B. Watson,'Behaviorism.*
3. 3.R. Hilgard, 'Theories of Learning.'
4. C. S. Hall and G. Inndsey, Op. Cit. Ch. XI.
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but through social -Learning a vast hierarchy of

secondary motives is acquired. These drives and
motives direct the individual towards set goals.

Another basic idea in learning- theory
is that of 'expectancy*. From past experience
the individual 1 -arns that if he acts in a certain

way he will achieve his g:oals.
A stimulus or cue sets off a response or

sequence of responses which propel the individual

towards his goal. The individual learns from past

experience how to discriminate between the tremendous

variety of stimulation (internal and external) to
which he is exposed.

(b) Reinforeement.

A key concept of the behaviour approach is
that of reinforcement. 'Strengthening:in discussion of

conditioning, a reinforcement is any outcome of an act
that tends to increase the likelihood of that act under

sinilar circumstances in the future'. In other words,
it is a reward in condition which occurs when an S-R

sequence has been completed. The S-R pattern tends to
be repeated under similar circumstances, and generalizes
to other conditions which are similar to the learned

pattern. Also, response patterns whxoh are not

per j.odical ly reinforced tend to be extinguished. The
process of substituting one stimulus for another to get
the seme r s onse, or of getting a different response

for the same stimulus, is called reconditioning.
The learning theorist strives to state his

concepts i nd hypotheses in terms which have behaviour
correlates and which can be observed end studied under

2
laboratory conditions.

1. G. A. Miller, Op. Cit. , p. 377-
2. C. S. Hall and G. Lindzey, Op. Cit. , Ch. XI.
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c. Application to Therapy f

Learning can be defined as a general terra

which describes any change in behaviour that is the
result of past experience. In general, we can say

that learning has taken place only when the change
has been in a specific direction. These changes in
behaviour may be favourable or unfavourable. Much
of what has been described as neurotic behaviour derives,
cn this view, from unfavourable learning experiences.

The concern of the behaviour theropist is
to encourage the client to experiment with new behaviour
which will not create anxiety but will create personal
satisfaction. After loosening the client's rigid

perception of his situation, expectancies are built

up which anticipate satisfying rewards. The need of
the client is to increase his freedom of movement so

that he is aware of, amd can engage in, more activities
which lead to satisfaction.

The counsellor, by being accepting end

encouraging:, creates a climate in which the client can

learn new expectancies which bring positive reinforcements.
Behaviour therapists, no doubt because of their

strictly scientific allegiances, ere hesitant to use such
terms as lo/e, communion or even 'relationship', because
such terms haive not yet been subjected to scientific
scrutiny. The influence of such an attitude pervaues,

H.J. Eyeeneck's book, 'Behaviour Therapy end the Neuroses'.
One of the contributors writes, 'when fundamental

psychotherapeutic effects are obtained in neuroses - no

matt r by what therapist - these effects are nearly
always really a consequence of the occurrence of reciprocal
inhibition of neurotic anxiety responses, that is, the

complete or partial suppression of the anxiety responses

as a consequence of the simultaneous evocation of other
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responses physiologically antagonistic to anxiety'.^"
Nevertheless, throughout the whole volume of 'Behaviour

Therapy and the Neuroses', paner after paper records
the need for * support*,'sympathy*, rnd so on, ? nd
contains reservelions such as, 'it is not claimed
thr j the aporoaoh btsed on learning theory is solely
responsible for the patient no Ion: er suffering from
her original very distressing ey pto.is.

One suspects that behind the behaviour

therapist's protestations, of strict professionalism
and scientie he e is an unacknowledged affirmation

2.
of the power of love in the counselling relationship,

3, An Assessment of the reasons for the emphr sis

on the Therapeutic Pelr tionship in c'e.yc.> .others oy

and Coum elling.

(a) The vital si, nific? noe of eerl.y life celationshipe

In 'Child care and the Growth of Love'

Bowbly writep *,,,,for the moment it is sufficient
to say that whet . e believed to be essential for rental
life is that an infant fnd young child should experience
a wan , intimate, and continuous relationship (or permanent
mother substitute - one person who steadily moth re him),
in which both find satisfaction end enjoyment. It is
this complex, rich ( nd rewarding relationship with the
mother in earl^ years ••••that psychiatrists and any

others now believe to underlie the development of
3

character and of mental health*.

1. J. Wolpe, 'Reciprocal Inhibition as the Main Basis,
of Psychotherapeutic Effects, * Loc, cit., p,88»

2. P. Helmos, 'Love or Skill', New Society, 19t i March,1964.
3. J. Bowlby, 'Child Care and *hf=> Growth of Love', p,17<
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Studies carried cut among children with

character disorders and among young delinquents,

appear to confirm that anxieties arising from

unsatisfactory relationships in early li e^. predispose
children to anti-social behaviour in later life.

Considerable studies have been carried out,
here and overseas, to discover whether there is a

direct causal connection between "a broken home" and

failure to establish satisfying personal relationships
end to adjust to life's complex demands. These studies
show fairly conclusively that when a child is deprived
of dependable maternal care and love,, his development
can be seriously arrested.

After studying the findings of research in
various countries, Bowbly concludes, 'Prolonged breaks

(in t e mother/child relationship) during the first
three years of life, leave a characteristic impression
on the child's personality. Such children appear

emotionally withdrawn end isolated. They fail to develop

loving ties with other children or vith adults, and

consequently have no friendships worth the name'."*"
It is in the mother - (or surrogate mother-)

child relationship that the child as first introduced
to love and trust. 'All the cuddling and playing, the
intimacies of suckling by which a child learns the comfort
of his mother's body, the rituals of washing and dressing
by which through her pride end tenderness towards his
little lia.bs, he learns the value of his own His
r; other's love r nd pleasure in him are his spiritual

2
nourLshment•.

1. Ibid., p. 39.
2. Ib id. , p. 18 .
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Confirmation of these findings has come from
studies in animal psychology. Infant monkeys separated
from their mothers almost immediately after birth are

reared with two different types of 'surrogate mothers'.

One^which can be termed' the hard mother,' is a sloping
cylinder of wire netting: with a nipple from which the
infant may feed. The other, which can be termed 'the
soft mother', is also made in the same way, but i.n

this instance is covered with soft terry-cloth, and
has no nipple.

This experis ent proves that though the infant

gets all his food from 'the hard mother' he clearly and

increasingly prefers 'the soft mother'. Motion pictures
shows that he definixely relates to this object, placing
w th it, finding security in clinging to it when strangers
are near, and using that security as a home base for

venturing out into the frightening world.
Some psychologists 1 aintain that monkeys

reared exclusively with a 'toft or hard surro,-ete mother
find difficulty Ln attaining maturity. As the youngsters

grow up, it becomes increasingly apparent that they are
all very unhappy, asocial, aggressive, maladjusted monkeys.
The most significant biological handicap they suffer from
is that they are unable to copulate."'"

The one significant conclusion we can draw from
all this is that the development of an infant to maturity
depends in g/reat measure on the quality of its relations
with significant adults - especially the mother. Deprivation
at this early stage can have serious repercussions in the

development of emotional maturity and in acquiring inter¬

personal skills.

1. G. A. Miller, Op. Cit. , pp245-248.
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It is generally accepted, to-day, in

psychotherapy and counselling that most, if not all,
of those who seek help for their emotional problems

do so because of their incapacity to form satisfying
inter-personal relationships.

It is this lack that bath psychotherapists
and counsellors seek to remedy.

(b) The Relationship as the primary healing and growth

stimulating factor

•We are becoming tore and more convinced that
he relationship in psychotherapy and counselling is a

curative agent in its own right1. Writing of the healing
and reconciling quality of the relationship, Clinebell

states, 'Experiencing this quality of relationship is in
2

itself healing and growth stimulating The therapeutic
contact is itself a. growth experience. Here the
individual learns to understand himself, to make sign¬
ificant independent choices, to relate himself successfully
to another person in adult fashion".

It is the personal qualities of the relatxonchip
that make it a •psychological environment in which healing,
growth, <r nd successful coping can occur'. Counselling
procedures ana techniques are helpful only within such
a context; and the mainstay of the relattonship is the
positive regard and love of the counsellor for h..s client.
Ian Sat tie gave explicit elaboration of Sendor Ferenczi's
dictum that 'it is the physician's love thrt heals the

patient^'. 'Throughout the counselling proiessions the

1. L.M. Brammer and E.L. Shostrom, Op, Cit. , p. 144-

2. H.J. Clinebell, Op. Cit. , p. 60.
3. C.R. Rogers, Op. Cut. , pp. 85-114*
4. 1.D. Sutt e, Op. Cit., Ch. XIV.
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green light for a patient and loving parental cere, es

a psychotherapeutic device has now been given?" In a

word, therapy and counselling offer a human relationship
in which the false ffont is no longer necessary.

(c) Counselling influenced by social and psychological

changes.

The eLphasis on the importance of the therapeutic

relationship in counseling may be due to changes in

society, and the kind of problems brought to the

consulting rooms. any therapist/counsellors feel that
a deep personal relationship is fundamental to treating
individuals who live in our rootless, alienated society.

Alan Wheelis has observed that classical

analysis was successful with patients who live in a

more stable end moralistic society end suffered from

specific troubles which could be die, nosed with relative

ease. 'The conflict is less likely to manifest itself
in the fori' of specific symptoms, or to have the quality
of f syndrome, but is vague end amorphous, pervading

2
the entire personality '. Eric H. Eritfkson, a psyche-

analyst, states, 'the patient of today suffers most
under the problem of whet he should believe in and who
he should or indeed might become, while the patient, of

early psycho-analysis suffered most under inhibitions
which prevented him from being what end who he thought

3
he knew he was' William Gleseer holds thet ev ry

person requiring psychiatric help suffers from one

basic inadequacy - the inability to fulfill his essential

personality needs. Glasser maintains that persons have

1. P. Helmoe, 'The Faith of the Counsellors', p. 52.
2. A. Wh^elis, "The quest for Identity,' p. 41-
3. E. fl. Erikson, 'Childhood ana Society'.
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only two essential personality needs - to love and be

loved, and to feel that one is worthwhile to neself

end others.x The symptoms and distresses that bring

persons t the psychiatric clinics and consulting
rooms include ennui, yurposelessnees, no sense of

belonging to any kind of community, be it church or

society, or of being bound by any kind of ethic of
2

loyalty.

(d) The Social Component in Personality

The theories of personality formulated by
Freud end Jung were nurtured by the same pcsxtivistic
climate that shaped the coarse of nineteenth century

physics end biology. 'Man was regarded primarily as

e complex energy syste which maintained itself by
means of transactions with the external world. The

ultimate purposes of these transactions are individual

survival, propogation of the species, ?nd an on-going
3

evolutionary development." '
There were other trends, however, which were

finally to question and largely to replace the self-
contained bio-physical conception of man. Towards the
end of the nineteenth century, sociology and anthropology
vrre emerging as independent disciplines. Together they
showed that man is not onl^f the product of his innate
biological nature, but is also the product of his cast,
his institutions and folkways. According to these new

eocial sciences, man is chiefly a product of the society
in which he lives. His personality is soeiail rather
then biological.

1. W. Gla.seer, 'Reality Therapy' p. 5-
2. H.J. Clinebeli, Op. Cit. pp. 18-20.
3. 0. S. Hall and G. Lindzey, Op. Git. p. 114.
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These advances in the social sciences had

far-reaching repercussions in classical psycho-analytic

theory. Innovations were made which led in the end to
the formation of independent 'schools of thought'1.
Among those who provided psycho-analytic theory with
the twentieth century look of social psychology are

Alfred Adler, Karen Horney, Erick Fromm and Harry
Stack Sullivan. They are usually referred to as the

Heo-Preudisns; and all show evidence of having been

profoundly influenced by anthropology end social

psychology.
They have modified some of the basic Freudian

tenets considerably, since the^ regard social and

cultural, rather than biological, factors as crucial
in our understanding of personality and human nature.

(a) The instinct and libido theories are outdated.

The oedipus complex and the formation of the superego

are regarded ?s cultural and non-universal traits.

(b) The Freudian understanding of human development
in terms of certain stages - oral, anal, phallic «nd

genital - is elaborated so as to allow a greater
cultural component in their determination.

(c) And, what is of greater relevance to our present

concern, emphasis is placed upon interpersonal relationships*
in the formation of character, ana in the production of

.

+ .2anxiety and neurosis.

All those factors have played a pert in creating
the present emphasis on the interpersonal relationship as

an essential pert of psychotherapy and counselling.

1. ti.A, 0. Brown,, Up. Cit., passim.
2. ibid. , passim.
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4. The castor*s Role as a Counsellor vis-a-vis his

status as a leader of a Keligious Community.

What ere the practical consequences that

result from the pastor's status as a leecler of a

religious community, anci that influence his role as
a counsellor - especially in comparison wxth other

non-religious counsellors?

(a) Hie responsibility to his total congregation
sets practical limits to the amount of time he can

spend with any one individual, irrespective of his
training as a counsellor. The pastor must invest
his time and energies in a variety of functions
which are essential to his total ministry. This
limitation on formal counselling necessitates that
the pastor cevelopg® skills in short-term counselling.
'The pastor and other religious workers.... can never

become so professional in their picture of themselves

that they underestimate the importance of informal
relationships, both as powerful ministrations in

themselves, snd as points of vital contact for
beginning more formal counselling relationships '.
The pastor's position allows hi;, to reach and help

many who will not come for formal counselling. He
must develop skxil to utilize the host of unstructured,
informal counselling opportunities vhich come in the
norme.l course of his pastoral work.

Clinebell, stressing the vital importance
of this type of informal counselling, writes that it
'happens in the context of so e otner relationship
not identified as counselling e.g. a chance encounter,

a pastoral call, a hospital visit, following a

1. W.E. Oates, 'Protestant Pastoral Counselling' p. 69
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meeting, or Sunday Service '. ' the < inister'e

ability to go to people, make hi: a if emotionally
available, establish non-Labeled, informal counselling
rolf tlcnshipp, t no perhaps motivate them to accept formal
counseli ing, is a priceless professional asset which he

2
should use to the full

The pastor must be on the alert for any

tendency to continue a formal counselling relationship
to the point where it is interferring with his other
work. A pastor's reluottnoe to terminate for el

counselling, or to refer his parishioner, ray indicate
.hat he himself is deriving some benefit from the

relationship, or h? s yielded to the v iles of a

manipulative pr rishioner.

(b) / pastor's freedom to choose or select whom
he vill counsel is limited.

Rogers recognised that client-centred therapy
ie not suitable for oil types of problems. A ong the

disqualifying factors, he ineluded lack of motivation
for therapy; inability to exercise some degree of
control over environ ~nt; g over - oependence emotionally
or spatially on family; insufficient intelli; ence to

deal adequately with life situations, and elao a poor
3

environment. It is being increasingly recognised
that the personality or .he counsellor can also be a

limiting factor.

In pastoral counselling, two factors must be

present before counselling.ofcft even begins (?) & degree
of awareness of a problem on the parishioner't part;
and (b) a. desire for help from the pastor. However,
we must note that the pastor is hrre in a special

position. The vows he taker at ordination and induction

req iire him t accept pastoral responsibility for the

1. H.J. C.linebell, Op. Cit. , p.80.

2 Ibid,_, p. 81,
3. C.R. Rogers, Op. Cit. , pp76-77 .
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members of hie parish. He is obliged to deal with a

wide range of problems end personalities. Of course,

he cen resort to referral when there is a particularly
specialised problem; but he will often have to counsel

man,/ who are not prepared to be referred. Consequently,
the clergyman irust have a wider r-pertoire of counselling
skills then the avera e counsellor.

(o) His leadership of e religious community puts hira
in touch with problems and situations which v? uld be

considered 'normal' b^ other counsellors, but which
nevertheless are difficulties to those directly involved.

These problems end situations include;-

religious conflicts, doubts and questions; the search
for meaning- and a religious dimension in life.
ethical Problems: Persons who are troubled over sins

come to uhe Pastor, as a repreeentative of religion,
to find God's pardon.

Vocational Concerns: Young people who are concerned

over what God wants thea. to do seek out the pesvor

for his guidance.

erital Cone rnt- : Questions about mixed marriage,
choice of partner, and marrt£el tensions are often

regarded as the minister's special province.
(d) The pastor is less free than other counsellors
to terminate hie counselling relet ons ip with his

parishioners because he remains related to them as

members of hie congregation and perish.
In other forms of counselling it is a general

practice not to have sny relation 1 ith clients outside
the counselling hour. It is felt that it is difficult
for a person to eci as counsellor end friend. Involvement
in the client's liie outside counselling may colour the



counsellor'b perceptions of hie client, and bo destroy
his objectivity. There is also the added danger that
the client may use the claims of friendship to restrict
and escape the full consequences of the counselling.
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CHAPTER 2

The General Chi racteristics of the Therapeutic

Relationship in Pastoral Counselling.

Throughout the literature in the field of

pastoral counselling, stress is laid on the inter¬

personal relationship between pastor end parishioner
as the focal point in pastoral counselling. 'The

relationship is the essential therapeutic element
in pastoral counselling as in all pastoral work?"'
'Counselling may he defined a - a relationship in

2
which one person seeks to help another '

'Counselling consists of the establishment and
3

subsequent utilization of a relationship •

Counselling is en activity, not a prefession. It
is a process of relationship between one who seeks

4
end one who gives help. ... '

One of the significant emphases here is
the understanding of the therapeutic relationship
as 'a enuine human relationship'.

'Counselling is a genuine human relationship, not
an artificial one. It does have a special purpose,

and fo- that reason will differ from oth^r human

relationships; but one must nev^r consider it merely
as a technique or a collection of techniqu-s, for
that would divest it of its genuineness it may

be better to t peak of' method or approach rather than

technique.... acquiring a method of counselling should
consist in making one's own appropriate means for

communicating one's real attitudes to the client rnd
for contributing to the client's search for solutions
and growth'5

1. C.A. Wise, 'Pastoral Counselling. Its Theory and Practice'
2. P. "8. Johnson, 'Person end Coun, elior' p. 17 p. 4-0
3. H.J. Clinebeli, 'Basic Types of Pastoral Counselling', p. 59
4. J. A. fallis, 'Counselling end Social Wei are',
5. M.J. O'Brien, 'An Introduction to Pastoral Counselling'-, p. 95
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As in ell other forme of counselling, pastoral

counselling hes its own distinctive body of skills, and
also a number of skills which it has taken over from

psychotherapy. Primarily, however, the pastoral
counsellor depends upon inter-personal relations,
for he finds in them the source of growth into a

fuller life. The practical usefulness of any counselling
technique is dependent on the imaginative sensitivity,
real artistry, scientific understanding, subliminal

interpretations fnd intuitions of the pastor. Any

technique or method which injures the natural but
unique atmosphere of the counselling relationship
should be discarded. Too often counsellors h: ve

placed too much conscious emphasis on techniques
and tools, and thus forgotten that it is the counsellor

himself, as an individual, that is his most valuable
asset. In helping another human being to deal v ith
his intimate personal problems, there are no stereotyped
methods or infallible guide-lines available.

There are three main factors in counselling
which will always defeat any attempt to apply standard

methods, indiscriminately,
a. Diversity of clients.

Johnson in his book, 'Person and Counsellor'
writes that each client who enters counselling does so

presenting himself in his own distinctive style of life,
confessing his dilemmas and disappointments; exam in.ng

his behaviour in relation to•the people who concern him,
and wrestling with destiny the best he can. Some are

hopeful and o here more despairing; one attacks himself,
and another tends xo blame others; one feels inadequate

and dependent, while another resists authority, and
strives to be independent; one is sensitive to feelings;
while another puts trust in reason; one accommodates to

the conditions of life fro una hi. , while another strikes
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out aggressively to change ^he conditions of liie^'.
The difference between individual clients

accounts for the differences in the way they present
their problems. One finds it comparatively easy to
trust others, and so does not find it too difficult
to disclose intimate details in his personal life.
Another is ashamed of his feelings and inadequacies,
and consequently finds it a painful experience to
reveal himself in the presence of another person.

Again, there is the type of client who is so burdened

by his own problems that he will respond to the first

sign of interested concern. Of course there is also
the type of client who is the victim of ambivalent

feelings and attitudes. One moment he is communicative
and open, the next he is sullen and silent. Pro being
responsive t nd trustful he becomes resentful of his
d epenaency.

Even this limited sa pie of client behaviour

in counselling is sufficient to show that the pastoral
counsellor must oepena not only on his formal training
in counselling, but must also use his common sense,

versatility and experience.

But the pastor must not rest his practice on

utilitarian expediency and practical n ceesity. Pastoral

counselling must be continuously christian. The christian
frith is not incidental to pastoral counselling, but its

very life blood. Our rsctice must be sensitive not only
to developments in psychotherapy but also to the
requirements and insights of the Gospel.

1. P. E. Johnson, Op. Git. , p. lb
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Pastoral counselling is much in debt to the
contribution made by psychotherapy to our understanding
of personality end psychodynamioc and psychopfthology.
We have been rarde aware of the psychodynamic process

of growth from infancy to manhood; of how personality
is syste: etically linked to dynamic events that took

place in the past; and that development is an orderly
and consistent process, accountable in terms of a

single set of principles.
All this the pastor welcomes, but he i.ust

also recognise the limitations of the purely psychological
approach to personality, 'been as an organism, man

cannot be anything else but e complex of tnings, 01 its,
and the processes that ultimately comprise an organism
are it - processes. There is a common illusion that

one somehow increases one's understanding of a person

if one can translfte a personal understanding of him
into the impersonal terms of a sequence or system of
it - processes" The warning in these words is timely.
For the pastoral counsellor the individual is a unique

existent, distinct from every other being, related to

every level of creation and to the creator - bxit not
to be subsumed under any or all the processes in which
he participates. In the vast web of physical, biological,

psychological and sociological patterns in which he is

caught up, man may be described in strict scientific
terms of 'it-processes'. But none of these^or all of
them together, denote man's essential and distinctive
being. To be a human being means to live in memory,
faith, freedom - and never to be subsu ed fully within
the causal order.

1. H.Ii. Laing, 'The Divided Self', p.22.
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No two counselling sessions can be the
same; each is a new experience in dealing with the

problems of a unique human personality.

(b) The Diversity of Problems

The pastor because of his status as a leader

of a con/re, ation and his role as a representative of
the christian community, has to deal with a wider range

of human problems than other counsellors.

The pastor must be always sensitive to the
unique ele.' ents - personal meanings and implications
- in each individual's trouble. Just as there are

no standard solutions or answers in this area of Human

pe.in and need,so there is no surer way to disaster than
to offer to the troubled parishioner a 'ready-made*
answer.

The troubles the pastor deals with can be

divided into broad general groups - marixfcai problems,

religious problems, family problems. But what he is

primarily concerned xo do is to be sensitive to the
distinctive and often subtle nuances of meaning and

implication which an experience of trouble has for
an individual. Until he hat done so, the pastor
cannot make his own distinctive contribution to

finding a solution.
That the pastor's methods and techniques

must be, in pert, determined by the parishioner's
perception of his problem is particularly highlighted
in counselling the dying. Dying has a distinct meaning
for each individual, for one it may come as a welcome
release from pain; for another it means the rupture
of personal bonds which gave life its meaning and joy;
for yet a third death may only be the last futile act
in a life characterised by boredom and meaninglessness.
Only after the pastor has realised what dying means to
the individual can he make the resources of the Gospel
avail!able* by- e«0<tjw*se 1'1 iirtg_
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(c) Diversity of Counsellors

In the £ast analysis, counselling is an

expression of the counsellor's personality and of
his basic attitudes to life and people. Fach
counsellor will develop basic techniques on which
he relies heavily. The counsellor is a unique

personality and may have unique philosophies.
His techniques will be outgrowths of his personality
rnd philosophies.

The main danger for the counsellor in

thinking that counselling is a technique, even

though in a theoretical sense it is, is that he
will attempt to copy someone else's methods, and
so attempt to restrict his counselling within
limits which are a hindrance to the expression of
his own personality.

The main Instruments in the pastoral

counsellor's repertoire are his personal qualities*.

'vy^ry counsellor who offers to e^fve in the area of
hman relations, must himself be well related. For
it is his work to enter sustaining relationships
with lonely and < istraught persons, seeking a living

community. Counselling is the inter-perscnal vocation;
not turning away but towards persons, not passing by
but meeting face to face, where time and place have
been reserved to work through the stressec and

searchings of personal life. The counsellor is there
to listen to these searchings, to accept the person

more fully, to see the complexity of life and to consider
its meaning together. The counsellor responds to fear
rnd doubt with basic trust end honest truth. He does

not use a knife,a ruler or a hammer as other workmen do.' /

He refrains from every effort to push to pull or to

manipulate. He simply offers himself as one w o cares
1 -

enough to listen and join in the search ior i; eanings .

1. P. "5. Johnson, Op. Cit. , p. 43
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In counselling ,the pastor does not just offer
his expertise in techniques - important though they be -

but he offers himself, in the powers, strengths and
weaknesses of his pers nal being. Techniques con be
used by the insecure pastoral counsellor as a screen

to escape a deep encounter with his client. 'The optimal

helping relationship is the kind of relationship created

by the person who is psychologically mature. Or, to put
it another way, the degree to which I can cree.te relationships
which facilitate the growth of others as separate persons,

is a measure of the growth I have achieved myself.1'
The central emphasis for the pastoral counsellor

must be, therefore, a development of a core of valid

techniques, along vith a flexibility of learnxng new

ideas, and of discarding old approaches which no longer
seem to apply. Pastoral counselling should not be

guided primarily by a 'school of thought' but rather
i ust be the dynamic interplay of a unique existential

relationship between two personalities.

2. There are three terms which keep recurring

regularly in counselling literature - and they are,

'permissive', 'accepting' and 'non-judgmental'. They
are employed to describe the atmosphere of the counselling
relationship. Pastoral counselling has borrowed the
terms from the field of psychotherapy and case-work;
and no study of the nature of the relationship in
pastoral counselling can avoid a study of those terms.
That these terms come from the field of psychotherapy
need not gi\e us any undue concern. 'In every historic

epoch, prstoring has utilized and by utilizing has helped
to advance and transform «- the psycholo y or psychologies
current in that period. Those who would object that
modern pastoral use of contemporaneous psychology betrays

1. C.R. Rogers, 'On Becoming a ' - cC
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the Christian tradition are, in fact, themselves the

innovators. No where in history has Christianity
adumbrated solely from its ov.n lore s distinct psychology,
either theoretically or popularly understood. To

appreciate traditional pastoring is to stand reedy
to adopt current psychological insights and applications
without abdicating the distinctly pastoral role.' Though
this is finely put, it is not wholly convincing that
our use of psychological insights in pastoral counselling
•has helped to advance and transform the psychology or

psychologies current....'
In the remaining part of this chapter I want

to examine the terms ' p-'-riuissive *, 'accepting', and •non-

judgmental * .• s used in pastoral counselling, and also to
examine how the per tor's use of these terms must be

ultimately controlled by his theological understanding
of th=> functions of pastoral counselling, and by his
own status as a representative christian person.

A. The Permissive Quality of the Relationship

The relationship in pastoral counselling is
a means for carrying out function. It is not an end
in itself, but must remain incidental to this function.
The relationship is the means by which the parishioner
is enabled to state his problem and to seek a solution.

This can be called the final function of the relationship.

The relationship can also serve a numb r of

more mediate functions. For example, it provides en

environ/- ent in which the client feels he can state his

problem without feeling embarrassed or threatened. Or,
a ein, It can help the client to retain his sense of
personal worth and dignity. Or, yet again, it can

1. W.A. Clebsch and C.R. Jaekle,•Pastoral Care in
Historical Perspective', pp.68-6S.
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give the parishioner support and reassurance during a

particularly difficult stage in counselling.1
One who comes to the clergymen for help with

a personal problem benefits from an atmosphere considerably-
different from the atmosphere that is suitable for

decision-making. Not all personal problems are

embarrassing in the usual sense; but they do always
cause tension. The parishioner is likely to be
ashamed that he has been unable to handle his own

difficulties. Those who are overcome by personal

problems have suffered a blow to pride and to their
confidence in themselves. Most of them re erd coming
for help as an admission of failure, end so the immediate
purpose of the relationship is to dissipate the anxieties
and the embarrassment of the parishioner.

What do we actually mean when we say that the

relationship in pastoral counselling hrs i permissive

quality? The parishioner is given freedom to express

himself in his own way, and at his own speed. There
is no pressure from the pastor's side to speed up the

process, or to force the parishioner to discuss what
he is reluctant to face and explore. The pastor must

constantly avoid exerting pressure on the parishioner
in the mistaken belief that he knows better what is

wrong and what requires to be discussed. Pressure of
this kind only forces the parishioner to go on the

defensive, and increasing anxiety may in the end force
him to leeve counselling alto ether.

The permissive atmosphere also means that the

parishioner is allowed to arrive at his ovn solution to
his oroblem. In personal-problem counselling 'the best

help does not see; to come through the counsellor robbing
the client of his self-confidence, by assuming the roll

1. P.P. Biertek, "The Casework Relationship *, pp. 12-15
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of a benefactor. Little good is likely to come from
a method which emphasises the ability of the counsellor
to establish causes and to offer advice and direction,
to the end that self-direction is thwarted. In the

first place, the handling of the entire counselling
chore should aim at helping the individual to become

more self-supporting, and giving him confidence in

approaching future difficulties. This is best

accomplished by having the client feel at the end
of the counselling task, whether it consists of one

or many counselling sessions, that he has really
solved his own problems, and that he did not have
to rely on the support of someone older, wiser and
more gifted than he*."1"

The function cf 'permissiveness' in the

counselling relationship can be examined in two
directions - (a) in relation to the parishioner and

(b) in relation to the pastor.

In relation to the parishxoner

a 1. In the peri issive atmosphere of the relati nship
the parishioner is encouraged to express his feelings.
In the counselling l_terature this expression of feeling
is called catharsis. Often counselling provides the

first opportunity a client has had to pour out, opBnly
and freely, his pent-up feelings. Catharsis is often
experienced by the parishioner in discussing his problem,
whether it is solved or not.

This free expression of feelings has a positive
value in counselling.

1. L.E. Moser, 'Counselling. A Modern Emphasis in Religion',
p. 108
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a.2 To express one's deep and often threatening

feelings in a permissive atmosphere gives release from

painful tensions, and creates a sense of emotional release.
This is primarily due to having verbalized feelings which
the client has refused to face and has kept at bay by a

great effort of self-control.

a.3 It is likely that he will also experience a deep
sense of satisfaction fnd confidence because he hss

squarely faced feelings which hed hrd sternly refused
to accept as part of hiim elf. In addition, he may

enjoy a sense of freedom from being constantly on the
alert against threatening feelings in himself.

a.4 Positive counselling can often begin after

catharsis. The efforts that once were invested in

the negative task of keeping threatening feelings under
control can now be reinvested in facing: and solving
his problems.

a.5 It is often overlooked that catharsis prevents

'acting-out' one's feelings. For example, instead of

directing his aggressive feelings against others, the
client releases his pent-up feelings through verbalization.

Limitations of Catharsis

a.b After the initial release from burdensome

feeling-s and tensions, the parishioner may feel so

good that he may question the necessity of any further
sessions. This phenomenon is celled "flight into health",
and does not indicate e fundamental change.

The p- stor must ensure that his sessions with
certain parishioners do not develop into no more than

regular cathartic outlets. There is no substitute for

facing the reel source of the parishioner's problem,
and catharsis snouid not be allowed to di-seiprte the

motivation required for that search.
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a.7 Catharsis should not be used by the parishioner
to pass his burdens onto the pastor. The primary aim
of the catharsis is to remove the inner blocks which

hinder the real work in counselling. The counsellor
endeavours to create a releasing atmosphere in which
the individual may express himself. The client finds
that expression leads also to the releasing of new

forces within himself, forces which heretofore have
been utilized in maintaining defensive reactions.
a.8 A common misconception arising from an emphasis
on feeling is that the expression end identification of

feelings have in themselves some intrinsic merit. The
caution voiced by Brammer end Shostrom is worth quoting:
"The conclusion often drawn is that feelings are more

important than intellectualizations. Expression of

feelings is encouraged...... its effectiveness, however,
seems to reside in the idea that the expression of feeling
is a means and not an end in counselling The expression
of feeling, therefore, is to make possible the discovery
of the idea which underlies or is attached to the

feelings Feelings do not possess evaluaticnal

quality; they are not "right" or "wrong". Ideas, however,

possess truth or falsity. But evaluation of thought is

only possible after feelings have been clarified...
The counsellor is interested in helping the client to

change his behaviour or his undesirable ways of acting.
The route to these changes, however, seems to be through

2
the individual's feelings

1. C.R. Rogers, 'Counselling and Psychotherapy•, Ch. IV and
2. L.M. Brammer and E.L. Shostrom, 'Therapeutic Psychology'

P. 175
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(^) In relation to the Pastor.

b.l. By simply "listening to the parishioner's

expression of feeling, the pastor gives real support.
The parishioner feels that he is no longer on his own,
but has shared his problem with someone who understands.

Carl Rogers has persistently emphasized in his writings
that the acceptance of a client's burten of feelings
is the most supportive thing a counsellor can do. This
is part of the sustaining function of e pastor. (The
sustaining function of the cure of souls in our day-
continues to be a crucially important helping ministry.)

'Everywhere, to-day, busy pastors are called
upon to rustain troubled persons in, through, and beyond
a plethora of hurts that brook no direct restoration....

Tightly knit comniunities once furnished friends and

neighbours that could stand by in moments of shock,
whereas in a society on wheels, the task of providing
such sustenance to urban and suburban people falls

heavily on the clergy '

b.2. The expression of feelings in the permissive

atmosphere helps the pastor to uncierstand how the problem

looks to the parishioner, and what are his particular
stren. the and weaknesses. As the pastor encourages by
his permissive attitude expression of feelings, he becomes
aware of c rtain patterns or motifs in the person's

problems, feelings and relationships. These gi"ve clues
to the underlying inadequacies in h.s relationships, of
which the presenting problem may be only one manifestation.

1. W. A. Clebsch end C. R. Jaekle, Op.Cit., p. 80.
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b. 3 The p^ stor can use expression of feeling to

deepen the relationship, a>d to encourage the parishioner
to go deeper and so express feelings vhich are intimate
?nd embarrassing, and often highly charged with effect.
Thip requires considerable skill end sensitivity on

the pert of the pestor. If the permitsive atmosphere
is maintained, and the pastor is patient, the parishioner
will move on to deeper levels of his problem. The

pastor must not push or coerce the parishioner to

discuss what is beyond hie awareness, or too painful
as yet to face.

Often perishioners will not know all the

factors underlying their problems. These factors

may be unconscious or blocked out of awareness. The
chief goal of counselling, at least in the early stages,
is to support the parishioner in the search for the

underlying causes of his problem.
How does the pastor convey to the parishioner

that it is safe for hira to express his feelings?

c 1 The pastor should deliberately avoid a lot
of detailed questions, at least in the early stages.
Questions tend to block expression of feelings, and

to convey the impression that the p? stor has a

predetermined plan in his mind to which his parishioner
should conform. The most serious objection to questions
is that the„ can prevent the parishioner from raising
the matters he considers important.

When questions have to be asked, they should
be non-threatening in character. Questions create
anxiety when they probe too deeply into aspects of
the parishioner's problem ©ft which he is not ready
to free, as yet.

Questions should, as much as possible, relate
only to matters the parishioner has raised already, or
is obviously on the point of raising.
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c. 2 Comments should be directed at the feelings
tones of the parishioner's statements rather than at the

content of hie statements. This helps the parishioner
to ooncentrate on his feelings.

c. 3. The pastor should be sensitive to the

emotionally charged words and phrases us~d by the
i

parishioner, and should reflect back the parishioner's
dominant feelings.

c. 4. At times it will be necessary to tell the

parishioner that it is common for people to have

ambivalent feelings towards significant persons in
their lives, and that such feelings do not amount
to any abnormality.

c. 3. A sensitive awareness of the parishioner's

progress will prevent the pastor from retarding or

forcing the process of counselling. As the parishioner-

begins to explore his problem in depth, he will express

more affect, end the pastor can encourage this exploration

by his verbal end non-verbal responses.

c.6 Reassurance, especially at the beginning,
can have a blocking effect on th freedom of expression.
The parishioner may well feel that he cannot verbalize

feelings which contradict the pastor's optimism.

c.7. The p? stor sho -dd be sensitive to non-verbal

clues which indicate the parishioner's emotional state.

Rate of speech, posture, use of hands, and hesitations
serve to communicate evidence of feeling-states.

The>-e ere a number of factors which control

the permissive atmosphere in counselling.
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d. 1. Because of the limitations of his training
and time, the pastor should not encourage exploration of

feelings with which he is not competent to deal. The
limitations of his time, training,end multiple role,
consign him to deal in counselling mainly with current

problems in living,and with conscious and pre-conscious
(out of awareness but recallable" materiel.1
d. 2. If the pat tor is too permissive, he could
be extremely cruel to the parishioner who is vulnerable
to anxiety. He must not allow the parishioner to flounder
without directi n. 'A completely laissez-faire attitude,

however, w;.uld operate to the disadvantage of the client,
since the relationsiip wculd be too ambiquous. If allowed
too much free expression, the client may fear loss of
emotional control and suffer anxiety..... too free an

expression of feelings may serve to erode the client's
defensive structure to the point where he is at the

, 2
mercy of hie feelings end may move towards a psychosef .

The pastor must not allow the parishioner to

indulge in an orgy of self-pity, or to ramble through
bis inner world, without helping him to be; in to see

a pattern in. what he is experiencing.
Cne main issue remains to be examined: is the

creation of a truly permissive atmosphere in counselling
obstructed, wholly or in part, by the pastor's religious
commitments? This vital question will concern us here

and in the next two sub-sections, which will deal with
the accepting and non-judgmental character of the

relationship.

1. H.J. Clinebell, Op. Cit. , py45-&6
7. L.M. Brammer and E. L. Shosirom, Op. Cit., p. 160
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e. 1. The line of thought presented above

concerning the nature and function of the permissive
atmosphere in pastoral counselling has come from

psychological research, and has been used extensively
in psychological counselling.

It is often assumed that it is extremely
difficult for the pastor to create a truly permissive
atmosphere because of his personal commitment to a

particular philosophy of life, and his interest in

communicating his convictions. 'There is no doubt
that this frame of reference is foreign to the

thinking of many religious workers. These workers
feel a commitment to instruct folk in the ways of

righteousness and in the manners of life deemed

desirable by society in general,and their church
group in particular.^"'
e. 2. It would be most foolhardy to suppose

that techniques'and methods which have been found

useful in psychological counselling can be transposed
to pastoral counselling without variation. With the
rise of client-centred therapy, pastors v;ere so

impressed by the non-directive method that they
v.ere quick to seise upon this approach as a means

for effective pastoral care, and sought to show its

affinity to the christian faith.

The profound influence which the client-
centred tethod has had on the development or contemporary

pastoral counselling has been salutary, helping to
rescue it from a legacy of overdirectiveness. It was

(end, indeed i.s) particularly needed by clergymen to
alert them to the twin professional hazards of facile

verbalizing and playing god in the lives of their
parishioners.
1. L. E. Moser, Op. Cit. , pp. 109-110.
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But the full client-centred approach hr8
tended to make the pastor feel that he should

strenuously avoid the use of his authority - i. e. he
should not advise, direct, inspire or teach in hie

counselling. This approach is being strongly questioned
in recent books and articles in pastoral counselling..'.,
it is often constructive, even essential, for the pastor
to use his authority selectively in sustaining, guiding,

feeding (emotionally), inspiring, confronting, teachingt
and encouraging persons to function responeibily. The

authority derived from the minister's knowledge, skill,
and role is an invaluable asset in counselling, provided
he knows hov to use it appropriately1.' The pastoral
counsellor acts as a collaborator with the client in

his etriv ngs for solutions and growth. He collaborates
in such a way as not to detract from the exercise of

personal responsibility by the parishioner. He brings
to the service of the parishioner his own expertise.

Responsibility for the application of that expertise
and .for decisions, rests with the parishioner. The
counsellor offers; he does not impose. The client
is the active seeker and learner in a joint enterprise.

e. 3. Much of the debate over whether the pastor's

reli;1 ious faith and interest in communicating that faith
ere inimical to the creation of a truly permissive

atmosphere in counselling, rests upon e misunderstanding
as to the nature ; nd function f pastoral counselling,
•The Christian confession of faith becomes an essential

ingredient in the helping act of pastoring, for the
pastor j-b, or is oaken to be, a representative person

who confesses Christian faith, • nd brings Christiem
2

meanings to bear upon human troubles. ' Those who

1. H.J. Clinebell, Op. Git. , p#30-31
2. W, A. Clebsoh end C.R. Jaekle, Op. Cit.,p. 5.
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approach a clergyman for counselling expect the

counselling to have a religious orientation. The pastor
is a. 'representative Christian person' - representative
of the lie, .ellowship and traditions of the church -

and he b ings Christian meanings to bear upon hu .en

troubles. Whether or not the pastor chooses to use

explicit religious practices or symbols in his counselling

relationships, the fact that he represents the wisdom,
resources, and authority of the Christian faith influences
his counselling profoundly.

•Pastoral cere be&'nsr^ when on individual person
recognizes or feels that his xrouble is insoluble in the

context of his own private resources, and vhen he becomes

billing, however subconsciously, to cerr,> his hurt and
confusion to a person who represents to him, however

vaguely, the resources and wisdom and authority of
religion"*"'.
e.4. The permissive atmosphere in pastoral

counselling - or in any form of counselling, for that
matter - is not xhe creation of the neutral, aa oral
stance of the pastor. Rather does it result from the
mutual regard, the freedom from coercion, and the genuine

respect for individuality which characterise the
2

collaborative process we cell counselling.

1. Ibid. , p. 5.

2. C.R. Rogers, Op. Cit. , Ch. IV and Y and also of
J.D. Prank, 'Persuasion end Healing', pp,152-169 =
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B. Aocey trriee.

One of the main tenets in modern counselling

theory is that attitudes ere changed little, if any,

by advice, pereufaxon, or threats; but that major
ohan ee, however, are effected by the breic disposition®
of the counsellor.

The major factor in creating on at ©sphere
vhioh frees the client to engage in the painful process

of eelf-exn in>tion erd discovery is the rcceptxng quality
of the counselling relationship.

The person who goes to a c unsellor for help

normally feels a : enee of failure, and fears rejection
from the counsellor. He will probably resent what he
considers • s hie ueyendence on another person. The
counsellor will need to recognise the p reon'e eu bivalent

feelings, and offer an environ; ent which, because of its
absence of threat or rejection, will make it safe for
the client to move i>o: behind hie defences.

I am going to eye i.no "acceptance" under the
fol i-owing 'her df *.

(a) Wheat is "acceptance"?

(b) Whet is the purpose of "acceptance"?
(c) What special methods are used to

o emone tre. te "acceptance" •

(d) what is the ' elation between "acceptance*
and the christian faith?

Wha t is acceptance ?
i — ii i imi .m . ■■■»!. ■•nil... m* ■»■!! i hi inaw i m *

a. P.P. Bieetek, ir his book, "The Casework

Relationship", states that the acceptance offered by
the caseworkor to the client ie a pr feeeional attitude

and that it contains two o; s■-ntiel in redlents:(l) the

ear e-orker i.ust feel a genuine warmth towarde the client,

and (2) this ro t rd is demonstrated openly. * It means

accept; no ■ of the client as he actually is, v ith his
et'-on the r no veekneeees, hie potentialities t nd
limitation^ . his congenial and uncongenial attitudes
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hie positive md negative feelings, his acceptable and

unacceptable behaviour ....(the caseworker) seeing i.he
client's negatives realistically, maintains an equally-
real respect for him^'.

According to Bieetek there are three steps

in the action of acceptance:'l. perceiving; the caseworker
must first see and see objectively what he is accepting;
2. therapeutic understanding; the caseworker must see

the object of acceptance in relation to the causes

which brought about the object, in relation to what it
means to this person, ana in relation to the purpose

of the casework process in each individual case; and
2

(3) acknowledging it as a pertinent reality. *.

Acceptance, as used in the counselling literature,
describes an attitude, relatively passive, v.hioh

encourages someone in need to communicate, in full,
his feelings, thought* and attitudes to another. It is
the result of the desire to help, and though, as we shall
see later, th re are skills for directly manifesting

acceptance, the counsellor primarily shows his acceptance

through his patience, willingness to listen, and by not

being censorious of the client. She counsellor must
establish the counselling relationship with the client
as he is, and not as he would wish him to be.

This acceptance is a genuine acceptance, not
an aseu ed s.ttitude. Kathleen Heasman in her book,
'An Introduction to .pastoral Counsel! ng', writes,
that the 'continuous and dynamic backwards i no forwards
relationship between the counsellor and the person he

is helping is only possible when the value of the person

is recognised and vhen the counsellor meets him on equal
terms. This implies a respect for him and an t cceptance

1. k.P. Biestek, Op. Cit. ,p.70.
2 . Ibid. , p. 70
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of the 'whole* person. The counsellor sees the person as

he really is end yet he maintains all th° time a

sense of the person's innate dignity and personal worth1'.
b.l. What is the purpose of acceptance?

Carl Jung wrote of this subject in the
following vords: 'Certain patients' confessions
are hard even for a doctor to swallow. Yet the

patient does not feel himself accepted unless the
2

very worst xn nxm is accepted too '. Jung adds, 'we
•3

cannot change anything unless we accept it '. These

quotations unaerlie the basic purpose of acceptance
in counsellingt it creates a security in which the
client is able to admit to awareness and to acknowledge
certain feelings or aspects of himself which hi therto
have been repressed or unacknowledged, and whose

repression was proving a danger to health and well-being.
As the counsellor accepts the client and his disclosures

about himself, the counsellor becomes a companion-guide
in a warm human relationship, which helps the person

find courage to face his situation, bear his load, or

go on the often frightening journey into the unexplored
areas of his personhood.

How is the acceptance of the counsellor

therapeutic in its effect upon the client? The client,
when he feels the acceptance of the counsellor, begins
to accept himself. Writing on this very point, Rogers

states, 'actually it is only the experience of a

relationship in which he is loved (something very close
I believe, to the theologian's agape) that the individual
can begin tc feel a dawning respeot for, and acceptance

of, end finally even fondness for himself. It is as

1. K. Heesman, 'An Introduction to Pastoral Counselling'p. 60.
2. C. G. Jung, '1 odern ban in search of e Soul;
3. Ibid.
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he can thus begin to sense himself as lovable and

worthwhile, in spite of his mistakes, that he can

begin to feel love, rnd tenderness for others '.
In counselling it is absolutely ei Eential

that the person does not feel thet the counsellor is

losing respect for him because of his behaviour, or

because of something he has disclosed. If this does

happen, the person begins to lose his sense of dignity
2

;nd worth, Acceptance helps to gxve the client the

impetus to take positive creative action to deal with
hie problems. The result of this accepting attitude
on the part of the counsellor is to make it possible
forthe person to become freer from his tension and

anxiety, ana ec make it lees necess?ry for him to
protect himself from acknowledging his deeper feelings
and attitudes ?nd the value they have for him. This,
of course, will not rei. ove them, but helps him to face
then more constructively. He will express what he

really thinks and feels, without thought of what the
counsellor wants to hear, and the security of this

relationship will permit him to reveal himself with
hie limitations and mistakes without detriment to his

inner sense of dignity. Freed from the necesr ty of

being defensive in the counselling relationship, the
client has an opportunity - often for the first time -
to take a frank look at himself, to go behind the front
and make a true evaluation. In place of anxiety and

worry and feelings of inadequacy, the cli nt develops
an acceptance of his strengths and weaknesses as being
a realistic and comfortable point of departure for progress

in maturity.
1. C. R. Rogers j.n a review of Reinhold Niebhhr* s 'The self

and the Dramas of History'.
2. K. Meatman, Op. Cit. , Ch. 11 and IV.

3. L. tvi. Braiuner and E. L. Shostrom, Op. Git. pp„15t-l60.
and also Of. M.J. O'Brien, Op. Git. pp. 77-78, 90-91,119-120.
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b. 2. Acceptance has also the valuable function

of giving the cGunpellor an understanding of all the
empirical particularity of a certain situation. Regard
for the client and genuine interest in him spur the
counsellor to strive to understand him as a unique

individual. The good counsellor is an understanding

person in the sense of wanting to know and share the

client's experience of himself and of the world. The

commuru cat ion of the counsellor's acceptance not only
stimulates the client to achieve a greater self-understanding,
but a greater openness to others. He gains confidence

to disclose his feelings and attitudes without fear of

being condemned or rejected; and this greater openness

makes it possible for the counsellor to gain a deeper

understanding of the client's needs.

c. V.'hat special methods does the counsellor adopt to

convey his acceptance to the Client?

Before examining the various skills used to

convey acceptance, I want to discuss an element in
acceptance which has received a fairly- detailed treatment
in the writings of C.R. Rogers. This element Rogers
calls 'congruence'; and by 'congruence' Rogers means

inner genuineness, integration and openness to oneself
end others. 'The most basic learning for anyone who hopes
to establish any kind of helping relationship is that
it is safe to be transparently real1.' 'It is found that

personal change is facilitated when the psychotherapist
is what he is, when in his relationship with the client
he is genuine and without 'front' or facade, openly

being the feelings and attitudes which at that moment
are flowing in him..... the feelings the therapist is

1. C.R. Rogers, 'On Becoming a Person', p. 51.
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experiencing are available to him, available to hie

awareness, and he is able to live those feelings, be
the. , and able to communicate them, if appropriate...
the more the therapist is able to listen acceptingly
to vhat is going on within himself, and the more he
is able to b° the complexity of his feelings without

fear, the higher the degree of congruence

By 'accepting techniques' is meant the

techniques adopted by the counsellor to convey his
acceptance of the client, and, as Rogers emphasized
in the quotations given above, this acceptance must
be the expression of a genuine attitude of regard.
These 'acceptance-techniques' are employed in the

early stages of counselling when much content end
narrative material is being produced. In the early

stages, the client needs to be constantly reassured
that he is being accepted as he is.

These techniques are also employed in the
later stages of counselling when the client is dealing
with emotionally significant material.

The 'accepting-techniques' can be divided
into two types - verbal and non-verbal.

c.1. Verbal-accepting techniques

These are normally short verbal responses whxoh

imply an attitude of acceptance. Examples of such simple
accepting responses are expressions such as 'Yes', •wh-huh',
'I see*, 'm-hm•, 'do go on', etc. Such expressions may

lock rather prosaic in a typescript, but they can be

very effective in conveying one's interest when that
interest is genuine.

1. Ibid, p. 61.
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Such responses appear "to be effective for
thr e main reasons -

(1) They serve to verbalize the counsellor's acceptance.

(8) They serve as 'reinforcars' of the present line
of thought. Recent studies by psychologists have demonstrated
how a person's speech can be influenced by faint cues of
approval or disapproval given by the listener.

(3) They also serve as 'transitional-bridges' between
ideas, which give a smooth, forward-moving flow to the
discussion.

c. 2. Kon-verbal accepting,-techniques .

The counsellor can convey acceptance in a

number of non-verbal ways - nodding of the head,
express ion on his face, and by his posture. Clients are

often hyper-sensitive to cues which can be construed as

indicating lack of interest or rejection on the counsellor's

part. Crossing and recrossing of legs, yawning, fidgeting,
surreptitious glances at the watch, are examples of

negative cues which can seriously hinder progress.

d. Whatis the relation between aoceotance as employed in

counselling end the Christian faith?

Rogers has emphasized that the basic approach
for the counsellor to hie work is 'unconditional positive

regard for the client '. This implies a prizing of the

individual, not merely xn on abstract, theoretical
ranner, but concretely, he-"e and now. It is not so much
the result of some analytical choice as a spontaneous

expression of the counsellor's attitude towards an

individual human being of worth. It does not flow

merely from a rational apprehension of the worth of
on individual huean being, but from a conviction about

people xn general nd about the person whom one is

counselling, .n particular.
1. Ibid., pp39-69.
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The pastor finds himself in sympathy with a

great deal of what has been written, in the last hrlf-

century or so, about acceptance by psychotherapists
and counsellors. They have borne witness to the creative

power of love in human life; how much of man's trouble
comes from a lack of love; ? nd how only in experiencing
love does man find health and fulfilment.

The fundamental motif in psychotherapy and

counselling is respect for persont; and the large

majority of psychotherapists and counsellors are

motivated by a high level of human concern for their
patients as persons in their own unique individuality
ana importance. The most crucial factor in therapy-
is the quality of the inter-personal relation between

xherapist and patient/client. The chief prerequisite
for such a relationship is a sincere and affirmative
concern for persons, which is neither sentimentalnor

professional. The Christian minister can learn a great
deal from the 'non-religious' therapist about this all-

important matter of inter-personal relations. V.e need

to learn more fully what is actually required of us
to make our avowed respect for persons authentic tnd

productive.

A great deal of what has been examined under
the term 'acceptance' is common to most, if not all,
'schools of thought'. But the pastor must relate his

practice to his theology - his understanding of God
and man and of the relation that exists between God

and men. Tnere is a danger for pastoral counselling
to beco.e severed from its roots in the theology of the
church. The pastor, as counsellor, must find his

inspiration not only in the Behaviour Sciences but clso
in the faith of the church.
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I want to relate what was said above about

acceptance to the doctrines ci the church, especially
the Doctrine of Reconciliation, and I take as ay-

starting point uhe following statement:-
'i'he pastor's self-acceptance is the source ot his

acceptance of his parishioner.

To be able to offer acceptance to another

person requires energy,for it means an investment in
the other person. The therapist invests care and
concern in his client, but he does not expect anything
in return. The therapist is fully present to his
client vhen he is ropelled out of his professional
detachment and private inertia by a concern for his
client that is real and controlled. This concern of

the therapist for his client is analogous to the
concern of the parent for his child - it is solicitous
and protective.

But where does the therapist derive his

energy to give such disinterested acceptance to his
client? The modern psychologist emphasizes the value
and importance of the self-concept in our relations
with other . The way one experiences onesself has a

crucial influence on the way one experiences others;
for one tends to perceive and act in ways which are

consistent with this experience of oneself.
The therapist is able to give acceptance

xo his client because he has accepted himself first
of all. He has a firm conviction of self-vorth, which
forms the basis of his acceptance of the client. This
firm conviction of self-worth is able to stand up to

the admission of negative attributes and limitations,
for it is derived froin e realistic assessment of

oneself. This self-knowledge frees one from distorted
and unwarranted conceptions of one's prowesses and

weaknesses. The way towards thxe goal (self-realization)
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is an ever increasing awareness ind understanding of
ourselves. Self-knowledge, then, is not an end in

itself, but a means of liberatLng the forces of

spontaneous growth Whether for ourselves cr others,
the ideal is the liberation and cultivation of forces

which lead to self-realization.

With much of this the pastor fines himself
in agreement. Theologians have £lweys reasoned that
our estrangement from others is in part the result

I

of our self-estrangement. Man is spxit within himself.
We are wont to condemn self-love; but what we really
mean to condemn is contrary to self-love. it is that
mixture of selfishness ana self-hate that permanently
pursues us, and prevents us from loving others. 'He
who is able to love himself is able to love others

also; he who has learned to overcome self-conte pt

has overcome his contempt for others '.
But the pastor must ask whether man is capable

of such self-acceptance end of a great and merciful
divine love toward ourselves. On the contrary, in each
of us there is a power of self-destruction. In our

tendency to abuse and destroy ethers, there is an

open or hidden tendency to abuse and destroy ourselves.

Cruelty toward others is also cruelly toward ourselves.
The pastor readily agrees with the therapist

about th<=> supremec^y of love among the virtues, r nd
the pover of true love to order life to its true and

highest possibilities. But the Christian cannot find
the source and sanction of such love in nature or

society, however generously construed. Men can no

more generate true self-accepti nee by hie own powers

than he can have generated his own true being. It
comes to us as a gift, just as life itself. Human
love remains forever human, is lore ver set within
tbe boundaries of finite existed ce. Human low which

1. P.Tillich in 'Ycu are Accepted* from 'The Shaking of
The Foundations'.
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is not response to divine love is, therefore, a self-

referring, self-interested love which enlightenment
can direct but not transform. Llan cannot, by and
for himself, affirm his own true worth. Only hie
Creator can do that. It is Cod who affirms us rightly.
It is in His love .or us that we can find and accept

our true evaluation and true self-estimate. Valid

self-respect grows rom man's assurance of God's

righteous love and concern for all men and their

worth. 'And in the light of this grace we perceive
the power of f-race in relation to ourselves. We

experience moments in which we accept ourselves,
because we feel we have been accepted by that which
is greater then we For it is such moments that
mEIce us love our life, that make us accept ourselves,
not in our goodness and self-cu placency, but in our

c°rtaint,> of the eternal meaning of our life. We
cannot force ourselves to accept ourselves. We
cannot compel anyone to accept himself. But sometimes
it happens that we receive the power to say 'Yes' to

ourselves, that peace enters nto us end makes us

whole, that self-hate and self-contempt disappear,
and that our life is reunited with itself. Then we

1
say that grace has come upon us. '

But we must ask how this self-acceptance,
which for the pastor is grounded in the love of God,
includes our acceptance of the other.

1. Ibid, p. 164*
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Modern psychotherapy is developing a vide
f nd deep concern for moral values, and a high f nd noble
vision of men's ethical being. The amoral drives? ; nd

impulses which an shares with his brute cousins must

be controlled. It is pureed that li.i e may be ordered
to good ends v.hi.ch enrich and fulfill personal and
communal life. The power and form of this control

must come from within, and must be based upon valid

self-knowledge, self-acceptance, self-affirmation,
and it must be directed toward interpersonal relatione

chiefly characterised by mutuality and love. It is
this power of control end direction of instinctual

forces which separates men most distinctively from
his natural inheritance. So the aim of human life

is the conquest of our biological crives by reason

and conec Lous purpose.

However, when we ask how 'self-knowledge,

self-acceptance and self-affirmation' generate the

power necessary for the creation of interpersonal
relati ns, characterized by mutuality and love, the

psychotherapist's answer is somewhat iuuteo. Freud,
as is veil known, was pessimistic about the prospects
of the transformation of the savage forces of the

unconscious. Others have argued thet^ the more en

can ana.ly: e md estimate the selves ana their inter -
erronsl relations in the light of frienol„ reason,

instinctual drives become lest irresistible and

arbitrary.
This is the teaching of the loth Century

'Enlightenment' in a modern garb. It embodies the
three baric resumptions made about man by that
tremendous secular revolut on against Christianity
as it had developed in European civilisation up to

that time:
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1. Man is not natively depr? ved;

2. Man is capable, guided solely by the light
of reason md experience, of perfecting the

good life on earth;

3. The first and essential condition of t'ne good
life on earth is the freeing of wen's winds
from the bonds of ignorance end supers t ithoi**.

The pastor rejects this view as a superficial
reading of the human quandary. He sees the human

possibility as radically dependent upon the grace fnd

pov.er of God in Christ, 'reconciling the world unto
Himself'.

The pastor accepts the other, not bee; use
the other 'represents a process which is deeply worthy
of respect, both as he is and with regard to his

potentialities,' but because he fnd the other have been

accepted by God. 'Beloved, if Gou so loved us, we also

ought to love one another"^'. He knows himself as well -

beloved and reconciled. 'In the light of this grace ve

perceive the power of grace in relation to others ana

to ourselves. We experience the grace of being able to

look frankly into the eyes of another, the miraculous
grace of reunion of life with life. ...We experience
the .■ race of being able to accept the life of another,
even if it be hostile and harmful to us, for, through

grace, we know- that it belongs to the same ground to

which ve beiong, and by which we h?ve been accepted.
We experience the grace which is able to overooi e

the tragic separation of the sexes, of the generat ons,

of the n; tions, of the races^ano even the utter strangeness

i. 1 John, Ch. IV, v. 11.
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betveen man and nature. So etii es grace appears in ell
these separations to reconcile xis v,ith those to whom

we belong"*"'.
C.
Won-Jud,' mental

The self-concept - the way a person experiences

himself - has come to be one of the basic tenets in

modern counselling. The way a person experiences himself
has a great influence on the way he perceives the world
end others, and so also on his behaviour, for he tends
to act in ways which are consistent with this experience.
In its beginnings the self-concept is formed largely from
an individual's perception of how others react to him.
If others treat him as having; little social competence

or worth, he will tend to regard himself as such, i nd
indeed to behave in accord.* nee with such an assessment.

This not only applies to individuals but also to groups

%vithin society. Pest treatment of the mentally ill is
a very good example. The usual reaction to the mentally
ill was horror end fear. Such a reaction from society
served to reinforce the mental patient's sense of his
own inadequacy and vorthlessnese. 'If psychotic patients
are regerded as people without social meaning, except in
terms of menace, if the^ are treated as people insensitive
to their surroundings, so that they only need a greatly

simplified life stripped of the subtlety and complexity
of ordinary .living, the,, become socially emptied.
Continuous anonymity turns people into thin shadows of

2
the personalities they once were '.

1. P. Tilllch, Op. Cit. p. 164, end also Cf P.P. Biestek,
0 . Cit. , pp.67-87; C.A. Wise, Op. Cit. pp. 45-51?
L.M. Bram, er and E. L. Shoetrom, Op. Cit. , pp, 155-160; 182.

2. A. Crov-croft, 'The Psychotic', p. 9.
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Once the self-concept has been formed there
is an inertia to any change. The person has invested
so much personal meaning in his self-concept that he
vill resist any pressure that threatens the security
he derives from his self-identity. This is relevant
to our following discussion.

c. 1. Y^het is the non-judgmental quality of

the counselling relationship?

I' ost people who seek counselling fear being

judged as v.eak End inadequate for esktng for help. So

long as he fears being judged, he will not feel free
to talk about hie real problem, but will remain
defensive.

The non-judgmental quality of the relationship
gives the client freedom to discuss whatever he feels
is personally important. This non-judgmental quality
is created by the non-critical and accepting attitude
of the counsellor. He says to the client, in effect,
"You may discuss here anything you wish, without fear
of being condemned".

There are no magic formulae, tricks or pat-

phreses for creating the non-judgmental atmosphere; it
is the direct effect of the personal qualities of the

counsellor.

c. 2. Purpose of the non-.judgmental atmosphere.

Unless fear or threat of judgment is removed
from the counselling relationship, the client will not
be completely open about his problem. He may very well
conceal those aspects which he considers blameworthy.
The non-judgmental atmosphere makes such stratagems

unnecessary. He finds confidence to face the full
implications of his need.
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Again , the client feels? free to express

his feelings. Sometimes these ere deep ambivalences,
sometimes the,> ere feelings of hostility, sonetimes

they ere feelings of inadequacy. Whatever the,, are,

the counsellor endeavours by v.ha t he says and what
he does to create an atmosphere in which the client

can come to recognise that he has these negative

feelings, and can accept them as pert of himself,
instead of projecting them onto others or hiding
them behind defence mechanisms. 'By the counsellor's

acceptance of his statements, by the co; plete lack of
moralistic and judgmental attitudes, by the understanding
attitude which pervades the interview, the client comes

to feel that all feelings and attitudes can be expressed.

In this major way the counselling relations ip differs
fro . other relationships of life: nothing; need be kept
back from expression^'.

The client not only gains confidence to look
at himself objectively but also to do what xs necessary

for a constructive change. With a firm conviction of
his own worth, the individual has the capacity for a

true love of himself. He can come to assert himself

and his values and discover more clearly the great

potential he has for growth as a human being, and as

a child of God. He is able to accept himself, to take
2

hold of hij self, and to direct himself.
This matter of the non-judgmental quality

of the counselling relationship will occupy our attention
again in the final chapter when the special problems of

the relationship will be under examination. It will
suffice here to note that it is often assumed that

1. C.R. Rogers, 'Counselling and Psychotherapy', p. 88
2. M.J. O'Brien, Op. Cit. , pp.82-83; 117-118; 120-121.
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the requirement of being non-^udg;. ental presents the

pastor with peculiar difficulties because of his status

and function es a representative of the Christian

community.
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CHAPTER THREE

The Techniques of the Relationship in pastoral

CounReilin/.

There are a number of fundamental motifs of

thought and practice which can be observed in all the

schools of psychotherapy end which are particularly
relevant to the Christian "care of souls".

(a) The understandinf of human , rowth as a ps. cho-

d.ynemic developmBiat from birth to maturity.

The human infant does not pass automatically
through all the stages on the journey from birth to

maturity. The full personality is the product of a

dynamic interaction between the organism end its
environ ent, and especially the interaction between
it and the significant individuals in the environment.

I'aturity is xhe end-product of an incredibly complex

process of growth. Personality distortions arise
when the individual's progress from one stage to
the other becomes seriously arrested. The self
retains immature patterns of feelings v.hich create
a defective development.

This dynamic understanding of human growth
and personality is relevant to the pastor in his

counselling. For instance, it highlights the point
that there is no stage at which growth and readjustment
have been completed. In his counselling the pastor
aims to realise the fullest development of personality
that is possible; and modern progress in understanding
the laws of personality growth should serve to encourage

this guest.

(b) The strong emphasis on the close and intricaxe

relation between the personal and sub-personal

aspects of huma..n life.

Psychotherapy, especially in j.ts psycho-analytic
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forme, has reminded the oestor of the obiguitods
intrusion of our physical needs and appetites upon

our concerns; and that neurotic behaviour can be

the direct result of man's failure to adjust

satisfactorily to the biological substrata, we
share with all living things.

(c) The idea that human behaviour can be interpreted

according to certain lcws|end that the behaviour
of the disturbed person is not meaningless but

is amenable to a reasonable explanation.

The meaning of conduct can only be understood
if we look at conscious awareness and at the deeper

levels which influence personality and affect its

actions, but are not ordinarily recognised in
consciousness. In other words, conduct has meaning

only if seen in the light of both conscious and
unconscious or sub-surface aspects of personality.

All this is particularly relevant to
behaviour which does not fit the 'normal' pattern.

It is here that the dynamic understanding of behaviour
is especially applicable. Oulter, writing: of the
contribution psychotherapy has made to our understanding
of psychodyna.' ice and psychopathology, states that it

helps us 'to see that neurotic behaviour has its own

ration le; that it is an effort at comiuunicavtion as

well as conceal! ent, which may he bizarre or obscure
because of the protective distortions developed as

compensation for 'normal' intra-personal and inter¬

personal stability. The neurotic has long since lost
the power to be candid with others, to be - himself".
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His security system is unaer pressure ana threat -
he fears rejection, disapprobation, non-support.
Thus the growth line has been skewed end substitute

patterns have come to regulate his comi unicetion
with other persons, aimed at both disguise and
disclosure Psychotherapy is learning to make
sense out of no-sense, in human words and ections/
i nd to unravel the tangled skein of real reasons

which make a neurotic pattern intelligible and,
there ore, open to the kinds of insight which heal
and restore.1

Two Types of Understanding.

In counselling literature there is a

fruitful distinction made between diagnostic and

therapeutic understanding.

(a) Diarnoe tic Una ers tanding „

This type of understanding refers to the

insight gained into the client's personality and
behaviour by the use of mental, personality and
aptitude tests and by case-history compilation.
The purpose behind this approach to counselling is
to reduce the practice of counselling from a

system of gmesswork end intuitive diagnosis to a

procedure which is solidly based on a scientific,

objective appraisal of all the factors involved in
a client's life situation. The collection of this

kind of material enables the counsellor to describe,

interpret, and predict the client's behaviour.

1. A. C. Outler, 'Psychotherapy arid the Christian Message',

pp. 26-27.
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Adequate preparation for the use of such
clinical tools, whether at the 'depth' or 'surface'

level, requires considerable training and expertise,
not normally possessed by the pastor. But there is
value in the pastor having some knowledge of such

methods, if he is to co-operate fruitfully with
counsellors working in the fields of education,
clinical psychology, and career counselling,

(b) Therapeutic Understanding,

What is therapeutic understanding?
Therapeutic underslending refers to the feeling
reactions on the port of the counsellor. It means

seeing the client as he actually is and as he sees

himself. This understanding on the part of the
counsellor enables the client to feel that he is

understood end accepted.

Therapeutic understanding is not only a

vital factor in establishing the counselling

relationship, but also in determining the outcome
of counselling. Studies in America appear to confirm
that it is not the counsellor's theoretical orientation

but his ability to establish and maintain a v-arm,

accepting; relf tionship with his client that is the
crucial factor in counselling.

In the remaining pert of this chapter I
want to examine the various techniques that are used

extensively in counselling to create and maintain

the counselling relationship, and to achieve what
v.e have called 'therapeutic understanding'.
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These techniques ere common elements in all types
of counselling;

(a) Rapport „

(b) Internal Frame of Reference .

(c) apathy,

(d) Listening ♦

(e) Reflection.

(i) Interpretation.
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A. Rapport..

A great deal of thought has of late been
devoted to discovering what influence our self-evaluative
attitudes have on our behaviour. Self-evaluative attitudes

ere those 'attitudes regarding the worth, competence,

capability, guilt, adequacy, or other such evaluation
of one's self as a person^"'. Self-evaluative attitudes

ve acquire in the course of growing up and living with
other people. They are acquired characteristics.

The pastor must create a psychological climate
which does not reinforce his client's negative self-
evaluations. As has already been noted the client
often has a sense of inadequacy and failure in asking
for help; so the pastor must be sensi-tive to these

negative self-evaluative attitudes.

it is unusual for the pastor to meet his client

for the first time when he comes for counselling. He
will know the client in other spheres; and the client

will have had some opportunity to know the pastor. This
has important implications for 'rapport - building' in

religious counselling. Since both pastor and client

are likely to have at least some knowledge of each
other before counselling begins, and since it is highly
probable that the client will already have coniidence
in the pastor, rapport is already present, even if only
in a rudimentary form,
a. 1. Vvhat is rapport?

Rapport is a mutual feeling of warmth,

comradeship and trust between two individuals. It is
not established once and for all, but is the product
of a continuous sensitivity, on the part of the pastor*
for the client.

1. E.H. Porter, 'An Introduction to Therapeutic

Counselling', p. 45.
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The erection of repport is not simply a

matter of teohnique. It is more related to the sensitivity,
ir.f gination and artistry of the pastor. He establishes
ran ort by revealing hie attitude of acceptance end
interest An the client and hie probleme . The essential
beginning cf any treatment is the establish ent of a

permissive situation in which the person knows hiiaself
to be free to be himself, end to be accepted end dealt
with PB himself. Repport cannot be contrived; it

must be achieved, rnd its chief prerequisite is a
sincere and affirmative concern for persons, which is
neither sentimental nor professional. But this requires
that the therapist shall heve cOi .e to be relatively
secure in hie own self-knowledge and self-respect;
that he be capable of ncn-exploitive regard for the
patient. This means that sincere respect for others

is not possible without self—respect and vice v^rtr.

Tho therapeutic process ( ©ts under way only when the
sitaetion is free enough to stir the residues of
freedom in the patient, and candid enough to prompt

2
him to self revelations. It is the personal qualities
of the counsellor that are the real creators of rapport,

it it not consciously and deliberately ere?ted, but
comes into being when the client rensee *he friendliness,
concern, and trust-worthiness of the counsellor.

The immediate aim of rap ort is to encourage

the client to express and explore hie problem as freely
as possible. There is eneral agreement e: .ong counsellors
that unless t e client can bring itself both to express

and explore his problem, there is little chance that he

will achieve the help vvhich he seeks, no matter how
cl°ar the problem may be to the counsellor.

1. L. 15. oeer, 'Counselling. A fodern Emphasis in reii.f ion'
PP. 75-77

2. C.R. Rogers, 'Client-Centered Therapy', v tth special
reference to Cn. 111.
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(a. 2) Rapnort Building .

How can the pastor decide how much rapport-

building is required? The pastor must be sufficiently

perceptive to decide from the client's demeanours,
his expression and his actions just how much rapport-

building is required.
Greeting,,

Ordinary courtesy can go e long way to

building rapport. A warm, friendly greetings helps
to put the client at his eese. A relaxed, confident

approach can be of great value in allaying his anxiety.
If the pastor has had pre-wsrning of the

client's rrrival, he should take a few inutes preparing
for the meeting. He can do this by either checking
on all available details about the client, if it is
the first meeting, or on the records of previous
sessions. This procedure has a double value; it

eerv°t to focus the pastor's attention on the client;
and it gives the client an impression of the pastor's

interest and concern.

Sitting Arrangements,

Prom my. experience of counselling in an army

setting. I cam vouch for the importance of paying
close attention to the sitting arrangements. At first,
I had a sitting arrangement which took the form of

having the client sitting in a chair on the other side
of my desk (Pig. A).

Counsellor, O Client

A.
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I soon discovered the chief disadvantage of this

arrangement. This is the normal Bitting arrangement
lor an interview in an authority-centred structure-
like the army, lor instance. It ie a definite barrier
to a relaxed atmosphere.

q Client.

O Counsellor

B

The Bitting arrangement in fig.B emphasizes
the equality and mutuality of counsellxng; but its
intimate character can be a source of anxiety,especially
in the early stages of counselling.

o
Counsellor Fig. C

O
Client,

The arrangement in fig. C is the most suitable .

The desk is not a communication barrier; and yet provides
a measure of security for the client.

As the counselling progresses, the desk can

be dispensed with altogether.
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The Client'g Comforts.

Attention to small details of the client's

comiort indicates the pastor's concern end sensitivity.
The removal of a coat end the placing of an ash tray

vithin easy reach, gives an impression of calm and
relaxation.

Opening Conversation

As a general rule, the pastor should relieve
the client from the burden of making the first conversation.

Counselling generally deals with problems that are

personal and intimate, hence loaded with anxiety.
It is often difficult to face these problems squarely
and immediately, especially in the presence of a

strange person. The counsellor must resolve the
client's fear and restraint^which is natural in a new

efctting, by taking him moderately comfortable.
For the pastor this does not present any-

real difficulty as he can select church-related topics
for his conversation. The 'conversation-pieces'
should not be allowed, however, to dominaite or delay

discussing the real object of the meeting. Delay in

discussing the client's problem, once rapport has
been achieved, could give the cuient the impression
that his proble is too serious for the counsellor
to handle.

The pastor should at all costs avoid telling
humorous stories. The client may be too Distressed to
find such stor.es amusing, and if he is aorced to
la gh,in order to appear polite, he may well find it
difficult to raise his problem. The bnutzy, light-
hearted approach has the added danger of making the
client feel guilty in having a problem at all.
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There is one other professional hazard which
the pastor should scrupulously avoid when counselling:

talking about his own busy schedule. This makes the
client feel an intruder and discourages him from

revealing his own problem .

B. Internal Era e of Reference,
One of the main contributions made by Holers,

and other counsellors of the 'non-directive' orientation,
to the theory and practice of counselling is the light

they have thrown on the distinction between the external
and internal frames of reference. What is the external

frame of reference?

The traditional clinical methods utilize an

external frame of reference. The counsellor who adopts
this approach, studies and evaluates his clients through
case-histories and psychological tests. He applies hie

systematic learnings to his clients, and arrives at his
diagnosis on the basis of generalized understanding of
human behaviour, gained from studying: humanity en masse.

j\nd so the external frame of reference describes the

client in terms of symptoms, traumata, ego-structure,
etc. This approach to understanding the client is by

way of the counsellor's theoretical framework, clinical
experience, and learnings.

Here we note that for the pastor this approach
cannot be the primary method on account of limitations
in his training, <4ime, and particularly on account
of the types of problems he normally deals with in

counselling.

1. L.[*. Brammer and E. L. Shostrora, 'There eutic Psychology*,

pp.171-174; C. A. Wise, 'Pastoral counselling. Its Theory
and Practice', pp.39-64.
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b. 1, The Integral Pra; ^ of Reference .

This concept is defined ee 'the attempt by
the coan;ellcr to perceive the client and his world
as perceived by the client'. It means the attei.pt
to ^et inside the client's skin so as to appreciate
what he thinks and feels. It represents the attempt
to think with rather than for or about the client.

No counsellor has done more than Foyers
to elucidate the practical value of the internal

frame of reference in counselling. 'To be of
aesis lance to y--u I will put aside myself - the self
of ordinary interaction - and enter into your world
of perception as completely as I am able. I will
become, in a sense, another self for you - on alter
ego of ^our own attitudes end feelings, a safe

opportunity for you to discern yourseli more clearly,
to experience yourself more truly and Deeply, to choose
more significantly

The personal emotional problems which come

to the pastor are the result of an upset in the balance
between the objective demand made by circumstances and
the subjective strengths and weaknesses, character
and outlook of the individual. Counselling is the art
of recognising and responding to the person's needs;

and the first step to this end is to see what life

means to him, how he views his circumstances ; nd himself
in relation to these circumstances. In other words,
when the counsellor adopts the internal frame of reference,
he tries to make his perceptual fram work match that

of the client. Temporarily, he attempts to think end
feel the way the client does.

1. C. R. Rogers, 'On Becoming a Person', pp.3S-37.
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Rogers .in hie essay, "The Ch; rac terieties of
p Helping Relationship", views the ability to take the
internal frame of reference, es fundamentally important
in achieving a relationship in depth. 'Can I let myself
enter fully into the world of his feelings and personal
mean ngs and see these as he does? Can I step into

hie private world so completely that I lose ell desire
to evaluate or judge it? Cen I enter xt so sensitively
that I cm move about it freely, without trampling on

meanings which me precious to him? Can I sense it so

accurately that I can catch not only uhe meanings of
his experience which are obvious to him, but those

meanings which are cnl^ implicit, whxch he sees only

diraly or es confusion? Can I extend this understanding
without limit?^"
C. Empathy,

The prstor when counselling must be an

understanding person in the sense of wanting to know
end to share the client's experience of himself and
of the world. His primary concern is to a.chieve the
maximum degree of 'empathic understanding* of the

person's inner world. Regard for the client, and

genuine interest in him, spur the pastor to understand
him as a unique individual.

It is this kind of understanding which
creates a relationship which g:ves the client confidence
to explore and readjust his world. The pastor who tries
to understand his client in terms of inxellectualized,
formal categories will not succeed in coding to know
his uniqueness, nor will he manifest sensitive

appreciation of his individuality.

1. C. R. Rogers, 'On Becoming a Person', p. 53 and also Cf.
L.M. Brammer and R. L. Shostrom, Op. Cit. pp. 162-165;
H. H. Porter, Op. Cit., Ch. IV.
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T'ha t is %rpath.y?

( C. 1. } SOCIRI :"F.7C-lQiOgy .

In Sooiel pey choiogy emyethy ie re. erded ee

having rv adaptive function. In order to be able to
relate to others in hie society, men l ust be capable
of rat cipeting the behaviour o; others and of adopting
his own behaviour to the expectations of hie fellows.
The individual achieves this end by imnpinntively

taking th« role of other individuals in his group or

society. This role-taking is the medium by which the
individual is socialised. It is the preliminary step
towards rerlietic t nd appropriate beh? viouri for in

taking another*t role the individual becomes acquainted
with the way he is regarded and how hie behavi ur
s being Bfeessed by others. He learns to anticipate
the behaviour of otners, and to increase his repertoire
of eelf-eojustnente by the double process of taking
the role of others, and by experimenting vith the

likely responses they might make to his contemplated
actions.

(c. 2.) Socloiof „y.

It is _airly well accepted that empathy is
de indent on si ilarity between indj.viaui.le. 1'hie

feeling; of similarity is partly derived from our

biological end own ent; but it also ov.ee a great deal
to the fact that members of the same group share
common traditions, experiences and interests. This
ie confir ed when ve consider the difficulties * e

encounter in empi thesing with members of a different

society.

£o e i o logy rega rd e e pathy s • the sense o f
rutual undes ending which exist; b tveen embers of
the si .e group.
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(c.3.) Psychotherepy arid Counselling .

In psychotherapy empathy ie regarded r s an

index of the mental and emotional status of the client.

It means to feel ourselves into the private and personal

environment of others. Counsellors and psychotherapists
in ge,rneral cultivate the practice of empathy to a

degree that is rare in other rofessicns, because they

require an intimate appreciation of inner experiences,
conflicts and attitudes. For them empathy is often a

strategic factor ^n making diagnosis, and it ie often
a decisive factor in the establishment of a helping
relations ip. They use empathy deliberately and

ingeniously as a refined end sophisticated technique.
It is maintained that the skill of the

therapist depends essentially on his ability to put
himself in the client's shoes, and to obtain in thjs

way an inside knowledge that is almost first hand.
The immediate comprehension of the client's problems
which is achieved through empathy is regarded as in

r.eny ways superior to the intellectual variety of
understanding. If ve seek to understand an individual

intellectually and logically, an immediate ana direct

grasp of the inner core of the person is likely to

elude us. We are unable to appreciate the subtleties
and manners of his emotions. When we experience empathy,
we feel as if we were experiencing someone else's

feelings as our own. In the act of empathy the social
distance between ohe subject and the object is reduced,
so that deliberately end temporarily the counsellor
feels within himself what actually belongs to the other.
(c* 4. ■ Value of Empathy in Counselling.

In his book, 'Therapeutic Counselling'
TS. H. Porter states that empathy is the open sesame to

the client's inner world. 'Psyc otherapy ie a process
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within the client nGt within the counsellor. We t re

forced to deal with the reality the client holds no

matter how much insight as counsellors we may have
into the errors of perception the client makes. It
is the meanings which the client has come to learn

from the experience his life has held for him which
constitute .he reality to which he responds. It is
toward a re-valuation of these meanings which is
more complete, more nearly correct, end less denying
that therapy attempts to help the client1'. Through
his capacity for empathy the counsellor responds to
the client's inner world of perceptions and meanings.

The failure to communicate and relate to

others is at the heart of many problems which need

counselling, and this is especially true in pastoral

counselling. Thxs twofold failure creates a sense

of inner isolation which generates anxiety. Unable
to communicate with himself and others, he senses

en inner discomfort. A need that is basic to his

existence is riot being met adequately, and so he
becomes lonely for himself and others. When his

feelings of isolation become intolerable, he turns

to a counsellor.

Smpathy breaks through the client's isolation
and conveys the reassurance that he is being understood
and accepted by the counsellor. It is iPiportant that
the client feels that not only ais words are being

understood, but that the person behind the words is

being appreciated for the particular kLnd cf person he is.

1. Loc. cit. , p. 61.
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A third value of empathy relates to the

process of counselling. The individual by himself
does not get ar in an attempt to evaluate his

experiences^. He is prone to t et caught in his
own biases with little or no re-valuation forthcoming.

Psyc ;clogical conflicts arise in connection with

dyna ic, emotional relationships with other persons.
r

Therefore, the most direct way of removing them
involves replacing condemnatory, confining and
artificial relationships with a fonn of human fellow-

2
ship which embodies the opposite characteristics.

In ordinary life, the person who has an

emotional problem is usually isolated, no matter
bow many relatives and acquaintances he has, in the
sense t at he knows no one to whom he can communicate

the nature of his difficulty. Counselling puts an

end to such isolation; it also offers a situation

in which a person can be completely honest with
himself and with a fellow human being. It provides
a situation in which he can discover how much he has

deceived himself hitherto; the manner in which his

ideal picture of himself, his unrecognized needs, and
his special way of trying to make the universe conform
to hie private demands, have caused him to distort

reality.
The aim in using empathy as a technique in

counselling is not merely to experience another's

feelings or to enter his personal environment - important
as these aims are - but to understand how the client

perceives himself and his world. This understanding
the counsellor conveys to the client in the safety

3
of the counselling relationship. *

1. Loc. cit. , p. 62.
2. M. J. O.'Brien, 'An Introduction to Pastoral Counseling',

pp.34-38, and also 6t U.S. Roberts 'Psychotherapy end A
Christian View of an', CH.11,111.

3. C.R. Rogers, Op. Cit. , p. 338. end also of pp. 263-2 66.
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(c. 5. ) "Empathy end Sympathy .

There ie a close connection between e pethy
and sympathy. 'The eld name for empathy was sympathetic
understanding. The basic similarity between the two

experiences is that in both our feelings and imaginations
become evoked and activated by contemplating the
experience of someone else. There are, however,
fundamental differences in the focus and intention

of both experiences.

Focus .

When we sy pethize our- attention is focused

on the assumed duality or parallel between our feelings
end the feelings of the other person. What gives sympathy
intensity ie not so much the objective reality and
character of the other person's situation as the

sharpness of similarity or dissimalarity between his
experience and ours.

Now, in empathy the focus of attention is

the other person's experience and reactions. In so

far as our own feelings are concerned, they ere

involved with the explicit purpose of learning more

about what actually belongs to the other person.

"Empathy is object-centred, whereas sy pathy is ego-

centred.

Intention.

When i e sympathize we are primarily aware
of our own state of mind, and our own needs. When

we try to achieve empathic understanding ve cannot

completely escape our own needs; but we purposely
discipline our feelings in order that they con he
used es the means to gain knowledge of the other

person's experience. Sympathy throws us back on

ourselves and makes us aware of our own condition:
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empathy leads to understanding of the other. •You get
to know whet it feels like to be your client. This
is probably the most important single element in the

success of pastoral care. It is easy enough to feel
sympathy for someone in trouble, to desire to help

then, to share ino relieve them of their anxieties
and fears. To get inside them and live in them; to

feel the tensions tearing them apart; to experience
the reality of their fears, that^is, to have empathy
with them, is much more difficult. It requires

understanding, and it demands identification with

them, which enables the pastor to think and feel
with his client while at the same time retaining

1J
his identity.
D.
Listening.

•What, then, are the basic requirements
as to the personality and profession 1 abilities
of a psychiatrist? If I were asked to answer this

question in one sentence, I would reply, "The
2

psychotherapist must be able to listen," The emphasis
on the central importance of listening is equally
stressed in pastoral counselling literature*". 'An
essential part of any counselling interview is to
be able to listen, end this is perhaps one of the

greatest arts and the most difficult to learn. It

is the way in which the counsellor listens and the

atmosphere which he creates for the person in so

doing that really counts. But such listening is not

merely passive, it is a very active part of the

counselling process. The counsellor needs both the
3 '

will end the ability to listen.

1. R. S. Lee, 'Principles of Pastoral Counselling*,p. 67 &
also of L.K. Bremmer aitd E. L. Shostroui, Op. Cit. ppl6l-l66;
M.J.O'Brien, 'An Introduction to Pastoral Ccunselling'p. 80f:
F. Fronii-Reichmann,'Principles of In tensive Psy cho therapy • p.

3. K. Heasman, 'An Introduction to Pastoral Counselling',p.73,
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The exa infition of the technique of listening
can be subsumed under three heads:- (ill) Disciplined

listening; (a.2) listening in depth; and (d.3) listening
to non-verbal cues,

d.1. Disciplined Listening.

For the pastor listening is not just a matter
of passivity. Even in ordinary conversation, we look
at the person we are talking to end depend on his
obvious interest, his smile, hie responses^s en
essential element in interpersonal conversation. So

the pastor's listening should convey hie attentive
interest and concern. He can do that by his verbal

responses, facial expression and his physical posture.
But there is r, ore to disciplined listening

than just conveying to the client the pastor's interest
and concern. Listening has a vital function in the

counselling process. Disciplined listening on the

pert of the pastor serves to prevent the client from

rambling confusedly through his inner world; Clinebell
states that the following aims are served by disciplined

listening - 'focusing on what seeras to have the most

meaning rnd significance. By centering attention on

significant points, summarizing what is being

communicated, rnd occasionally asking a question for

clarification, the counsellor helps the person begin
to organize his confused inn r vorld. Thus he

gradually comes to understand his problems :.cre clearly"*"'.
In listening the pastor s ould give the

impression that the client and his problems ire all

important. Interruptions should be avoided as they
tend to create the impression that the counsellor's
attention is divided. A client who has taken ten to

fifteen minutes to settle down, and is about to talk

onenly end frankly about his problem may, if he is

1. H.J. Clinebell, 'Basic Types of Pastoral Counselling',
p. 62, and also Cf T. TV. Klink, 'Depth Perspectives in
Pastoral V.ork', pp. 2 0-24.
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interrupted, find it difficult to return to his former
relaxed mood. He mty feel it is incongruous that the
counsellor can turn hie attention away from whet seems

to him his all demanding problem.

(a.2. ) Listening in Depth .

'The client wants and needs someone who will

listen to him, not just in a friendly way, but in a

competent professional way. This means t'na.t the
worker is expected, not only to listen, but to hear"'''.
Listening in depth is an art,not an impersonal skill,
because it comes from an inner attitude of mind. Carl

Rogers in his essay, 'Dealing with breakdowns in
Communication - Interpersonal and Inters roup', maintains
that the main obstacles to listening in depth is our

tendency to judge, evaluate, to approve or disapprove.

According to Rogers, real communication is only achieved
when we listen in depth to the other person end so with

understanding. 'It means to see the expressed idea and
attitude from the other person's point of view, to sense

how it feels to him, 10 achieve his frame of reference
in regard to the thing he is talking about. ..If I can

listen to what he can tell me, if I can understand how-
it seems to him, if I can see its personal meaning for

him, if I can sense the emotional flavour it has for

him, then I will be releasing potent forces of change
p

in him

d.3. Listening to non-verbal cues.

The most vital concerns of the client may

not be expressed Loudly, explicitly, ana formally, but
softly, hesitatingly, and possibly hidden subtly. Only
careful listening to what the client is saying and not

paying, results xn hearing the pertinent material.

1. "B'.P. Biestek, 'The Casework Rela tionship', p.29 and also
ef K. Heasman, Ou. Cit., pp73-74.

2. C.R. Rogers, Op. Cit., pp331-332.
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We ere tempted to believe that verbal

expressions rre the favoured instruments for coim unieating;
the depths of personal meaning. Yet verbal communiontion

is one among man^ devices for communication. In many

ways, it is the most inadequate of all. Ruesch argues

that because the methods used in modern psychotherapy
favour the verbally articulate and practically r; inded

patient, the incomrunicative, introverted patient is
at e. great disadvantage. According to Ruesch, the
reason for this emphasis on verbal communication is

due to therapists,from different theoretical orientations,

basing th«ir diagnosis and treatment on the verbal
communicatitns of patients. This approach works to

the disadvantage of the introvert. 'The introverted

person is ojten inaccessible to external judgment
2

because of his inability to express himself '. his
verbal communications fail to convey the full range
and richness of his inner experience. This being so,

'the therapist has to feel gradually his way into the

patient's node of living and experiencing. If the

therapist can understand the patient's inner experience*
he begins to reduce the gap that separates him from the

3
patient. '

This is relevant to the pastor's counselling.
He should be sensitive to non-verbal communications; he

can gain fruitful glimpses of the client's inner world
of experience through his posture, demeanour, movements
of hands, his speech hesitations end his manner.

1. J. Ruesch, 'Therapeutic Com unioation', pp.108-119-
2. Ibid., p. 117.

3. Ibid., p. 118.
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(E) Reflection
■ — I.Will I. — ■■ I %

It is accepted as axiomatic that the main

concern of the counsellor, at least in the early stages,
is to get the client to talk about hie problem. The

counsellor achieves this end in two ways: (a) by making
the client aware of his interest; and (b) by convening
to the client empathic understanding of hie problems.
It is with the latter that ve are directly concerned
here.

( e. 1. ) What is .Reflection?

Reflection is defined as the attempt by the
counsellor to express in fresh words the Internal

experience which is embedded in the client's words.
It's the counsellor's emphthic understanding of "the

client's communications that is reflected in the

counsellor's response. No counsellor has done more

than Rogers in cl? rifying this ba.sic technique, and
much of what follows owes a great deal to the contribution
of the • client-centred school'"'".
(e.2.) Purpose of Reflection,

Although there are facts and information
which the counsellor can supply, the only means by
which a person can come to understand hi self and
his problem is by expressing his feelings and attitudes
towards himself, his fellows and hie environment.

•Certainly one of the significant goals of any

counselling exp rienee is to bring into the open

those thoughts and attitudes, those feelings end

emotionally charged impulses, which centre around
the problems and conflicts of the individual. The
aim is complicated by the fact that the superficial

attitudes, end those easily expressed, are not always
the significant and motivating attitudes. Consequently,

1. r'.J. O'Brien, Oo. Cit. , p. 97ff. See also L. . Brammer
and E. L. Shostrom, Op. Cit., p. 174ff J L. E. Noser,

Op. cit. , p. 2 63 ff.
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the counsellor raust be skilled indeed in providing
release for the client in ordrr to bring about en

adequate expression of the basic issues in the

situation"*"'.
By reflection the counsellor mirrors the

client's feelings ? nd attitudes for his better self-

understanding. Basic to the practice of reflection
is the assumption that the client can eventually
solve his own problem, once he has sufficient

understanding of hi self ana the facts which underlie
his difficulty.

i

(e. '5) Selection of , aterial for Reflection.

In the AO's of this century, 'reflection'1*
was regarded rs the main instrument of the 'non-
directive' therapists as against the 'directive'

therapists who apparently employed persuasive,

supportive, and controlling approaches. A superficial
examination of the technique suggested that since the

therapist limited himself to reflecting onlj those

feelings md attitudes expressed by the client, he
was being 'non-directive *. This clear-cut division
betxveen 'directive* and 'non-directive* approaches is
no longer tenable Now the question relates to whether
a counsellor is consciously or unconsciously directive.
'A closer scrutiny of this technique reveals, however,

that any reflection requires that the counsellor choose
from the verbalizations of the client thore elements

that he feels have greatest quality of feeling and are

in greatest need of clarification. This mesne, in a

sense,that the counsellor s highly directive in using
this technique, since every time he reflects he i ust
choose from the variety of material presented to him

2
by the client •.
1. C.R. Rogers, 'Counselling and Psychotherapy*, p. 131-
2. L. . Brommer and R. L. Shostrom, Op. Cit, , p. 177.
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This verdict is confirmed by results in the
field of verbal o-ierant conditioning. It hf s been

verified, for instance, thrt a person can influence
the verbalizations of another by the means of a variety
of verbal end non-verbal cues which are so sli ht that

they do not come to the centre of awareness.

Furthermore, counsellors tend to approve

or disapprove of statements from clients which are

related to their own personality characteristics.
Such approval or disapproval need onl^ be implicit to

influence the client's verbalizations ,

Common Error* in Peflecti< n^

Porter in his book, 'Therapeutic Counselling',
isolited for retailed exam nation four common errors

2
made in reflection .

(e. 4.) Content.

Reflecting is not simply a matter of repeating
back to the client his communications in the same or

essentially the same words. 'In a counselling situation,
words are used to communicate the internal experience
of the client. There is no effective check on the

counsellor's understanding of this internal experience
if he merely repeats back to the client the very words

i -

the client used..... the counsellor has to reformulate

what has been said to communicate to the client his

understanding or his attempt to understand the internal
experience. A were repetition of words is not a

positive reflection of an understanding of what the
words were meant to express. Reformulation provides

c check on the accuracy of the counsellor's understanding.
1. J.D. Frank,'Persuasion and Healing* p.228ff and also

Cf J.lf'ese, 'Principles of Psychology', Ch. 11; C.S.Hall
and G. Lindzey, 'Theories of Personality', Ch. XI.

2. E.H. Porter, Op. Cit. , ChlV.
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1

to understand accurately '. The counsellor's reflection
should convey understanding of the client to the client.

(e. 5.) Depth

The counsellor's reflection should match the

intensity and depth of feeling in the client's communi¬
cation. From studies in case material, it hre been
shovn that a cpunsellor may have a tendency to be
either consistently too shallow or consistently too

deep in his reflections.

This requirement of reflecting to the depth
and intensity of the client's communication is important
in confronting t e client vith the meaning of his

experience. Counsellors may be tempted to believe
that they can get clients to think r ore positively by

deliberately reducing the emotional tone of their

expressions. This hardly ever happens. The more likely
effect is that the client feels misunderstood. The only

way a client can deal positively with his problem is by

facing the intensity of his feelings; end the counsellor'
less intense reflection may only serve to deflect him
from his task. The same negative result is likely to
accrue if the counsellor attempts to increase, in his

reflection, the intensity of feeling in the client's

expression.

Many clients have bitter experience of being

misunderstood, before entering counselling, ana are

particularly sensitive to signs of misund rstsnding
in the counsellor.

1. I.J. O'Brien, Op. Cit. , p. SB.
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(e.6.) Meaning ..

It is also important that the counsellor in

hie reflection match the meaning of the client's comm¬

unication"1'. It is quite possible for a counsellor to

match ^he emotional intensity in a client's expression
and still miss its exact meaning. He may add or omit

Kenning. 'If possible the counsellor should try to
reflect the meaning of the ost generalized experience

in what the client expresses. It is true that the

client can express .or° than one experi nee at one

time, but oft n there is a general underlying feeling
or attitude involved. It is more important for the

counsellor to pick up the generalized experience than
to enumerate carefully all the partial experiences
which are but manifestations of the more eneral.

At times, a counsellor will be so intent on not iseing

any experience that he misses entirely the experience
which ties them all together, and which contains the

2
real meaning of what the client has related »'

When the counsellor misses entirely the

meaning of what the client has said, this blocks

progr ess by giving the client the feel in that the
counsellor is unable to apprehend his experience.

Reflection of part of the meaning may

divert the client's attention from important parts
of his experience. 'Partial reflection may be communicated
to the client as partial understanding, ana may hinaer
further considers - ion or poncering of that part of

3
hiB experience apparently not understood by hie counsellor '.

1. "5.H. Porter, Op. Cit.,pp74-7b(
2. J. O'Brien, Op. Cit. , p. 102.
3. Ib id., p. 103.
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(e.7.) Lan, ur. e .

It is an established rule in counselling that
the counsellor should use the language that is appropriate
to the occasion. A counsellor who uses technical or

abstract language hinders effective communication.

Simple, direct and concrete language helps the client
to understand and so to face his problem.

(?) interpretation..

Interpretation belongs to what is commonly
called the collaborative stage of counselling. At
this stare the counsellor works more actively with the
client than is normally done in earlier stages. The
counsellor should not begin this stage unless he is
confident that the counselling relationship is on a

firm basis of mutual confidence end trust. If it is

entered prematurely, the client may feel that he is
no longer being accepted unconditionally, end that he
is being deprived of his personal responsibility for
the counselling progress.

Interpretative methods ere used by therapists
c-nd counsellors of most theoretical orientations. The

only exceptions are those of the 'client-centred school'
Counsellors of the 'client-centred school' have questioned

the value of interpretation, and have even argued that
it creates resistance in the client ; rid consequently
hinders progress. 'The reorientation and reorganisation
of the self is certainly the major aim and goal of
counselling. It is natural that it should be asked ais to
how the counsellor can promote this increased self-

understanding, this orientation around new goals. The
answer is bound to be a disappointing one to the over

eager. The primary techniques which leads to insight
on the part of the client is one which demands the

ut ost self-restraint on the counsellor's part, rather
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than the utmost in action. The primary technique is
to encourage the expression of attitudes and feelings...
until insightful understanding appears spontaneously.

Insight is often delayed, and sometimes ade impossible,
by efiorts of the counsellor to create or bring it about.
It is probably not delayed, and certainly never made

impossible by those interviewing approaches which
encourage full expression of ettituoee The main
si of the counsellor js to assist the client to drop

any defensiveness, any feelings th?t attitudes snoula
not be brought into the open, any concern that the
counsellor may criticise or suggest or order"1"'.

Rogers explains why such self-restr?int is
required of the counsellor. 'As the client reveals

hiii:self ore and more fully in the counselling interviews,
the counsellor begins to develop, insight into client's

problem...... There is the greatest temptation to most

counsellors to inform the client as to his patterns,
to ..nterpret his actions, and his personality to him
The more £ ccurate the interpretation, the more likely
it is to encounter uefensive resistance. The counsellor

and his interpretations become so ething- to be feared.
To resist thiiy temptation to interpret too quickly,
to recognize that insight is an experience which is
achieved not an experience which is imposed, is an

2
important step in progress ior the counsellor .'

In his explanation as to how the main aim

of counselling is achieved, Rogers concedes that it is
legitimate end proper for the counsellor to * interpret
to the client some of the material he has been revealing'.
This interpretation is not simply a matter of reflecting
or clarifying the material. It includes such diverse
elements as 'recognition of feeling, which has been

1. C.R. Rogers,'Counsellin; and Psyoho herapy', ppl94-195 •

2. Ibid., p. 19bff-



expressed earlier Ln the interview '; 'a clearer

interpretation of the fact that the client is facing
a choice, with sttisfection resulting fro either

2
decision •, 'refor;uiating insight already achieved,

by clarifying xhe new understandings at which the
client hrs arrived'1', 'assistance in helping the
client to explore and recognize the choices, the

4
possible courses of action which lie before him ';

'suggestion of relationships or patterns of reaction

which see. to be evident in the materiel which the

client has freely stated*>'. Rogers adds the significant
remark: 'to the extent that these patterns or relationships
are accepted rnd re-applied by the client they no doubt

represent added elements of insight0'. However, he

equally stresses the limitations on these suggestions.
'The counsellor will do veil to refrain, however, from
giving interpretations of the client's behaviour, the
elements of which are based, not on the client's

expressed feelings, but on the counsellor's judgment
of the situation. Such interpretations tend to be

7
resisted and may delay the achieve:- ent of genuine insight '

Rogers's position eoe,.e to be that a counsellor'e

interpretation eUuuld consist of presenting the client
with hypotheses regarding relationships and patterns of

meaning in his communications. He rejects the type of

interpretation that attempts to impart meaning to the
client's communications, in the sense that the counsellor

implies in some way what the client might or ou,- ht to think

1. Ibid., p.200. 5* Ibid. , p. 204.
2. Ibid., p. 200. 6. Ibid., p. 204 ff.
3. Ibid., p. 204- 7. Ibid., p. 203.
4. Ibid., p. 204.
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Here interpretation is defined in a general

sense, to denote those met .ode by which the counsellor
clarifies or explains what the client has actually said.

Su marizing

Summarizing can take tv o forms - General

Summarizing and Selective Summarizing,

(f. 1. ) Generai Sui&tizing ,

General summarizing can he used at the end
of an interview in ore er to draw together into a

coherent picture Ihe uominant aspects and themes of
a session. The summarizing should underline the

relationships and patterns of meaning in what has been
discussed curing the session.

General summarizing may also he used in the
course of an interview to draw together several
strands of meaning in order to highlight their essential
relatodnesc.

(f.2. ) Selective Summarizing,

This type of sum: arizing requires e more

active intervention on the part of the counsellor.
It entails placing in conjunction a number of the
client's experiences which, in the counsellor's opinion,
ere inter-connected. Usually the events are grouped

together on account of their similarity of cause or

effect. The similarity gives justification xn inferring
that t ere is some relationship between them; and having
them presented in a group fives the client an opportunity
to detect their relationship.

If the counsellor is very sure of the strength
of the relationship, he may become more 'directive', and
not only present the °vente in a group but also enquire
as to whether there is a relationship between them -

e.g. 'I wonder whether in some way these events are

related and how they might be related?'
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Prob in ,

Probing aims at helping the client to develop
a fuller picture of his problem and to discover a

solution. There are various ways of probing, and they
aT,e ell designed to encourage the client to develop
or explore various aspects of his problem and to
discuss possible relationships and alternatives riot

already examined.

(f.3.) Selective Probing,

This normally involves reflecting one or more

aspects of the client's experience while failing to
reflect others. This is done in order to stimulate

the client to explore more fully what has been reflected.
Another way of selective probing is by use of

statements. Such a statement may concern a matter

already raised by the client - e.g. 'You did i; ention
how upset you were when jou were not promoted'.This
kind of probing may be sufficient to encourage the
client to investigate the implications in his former

statements, and to explore its relation bo other matters.

Again, the counsellor's remark may be about
a matter the client has failed to raise - e.g. 'You
haven't yet mentioned how .you feel about being jjassed
over for promotion'.

(f.4.) Direct Probing

Direct probing consists of questions.

Questions should be framed in such a way that the
client's responsibility is respected. 'Do „ou think
it would be profitable to o into this more full,>•?
is the kind of quest .on that leaves the choice with

the client.
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After the relationship has been firmly

established, the counsellor need not be so cautious.

By then the counsellor has learned that he is free,
fnd so the more direct question poses no threat -

e.g. 'Would you explore that more fully?'

Questions, however, hav11 a number of
distinct disadvantages. For instance, the frequent
.ee of questions can build in the client the expectation
that the counsellor will provide a solution after he has

had all his questions answered.

Again, questions can create anxiety in the
client - especially in the early stages of counselling.
The wore significant the emotional content of the

material he is being asked to discuss the more likely
it is that direct questions will arouse anxiety.

(f. 5. ) Labelling ,

Often the client is able to express his

feelings without being able to name them. He can be

helped toward self-understanding by having hie feelings
placed in a particular class. For example, a client

may talk about how his feelings for his friend have
changed since the friend was promoted. A simple
statement by the counsellor like, 'I wonder whether
it could be that you are jealous?' may help to clarify
considerably the nature of his feelings.

This is what is called labelling. It should
not be used in the early stages of counselling for it
could be threatening to a client who had not yet

developed sufficient confidence to face ihe implications
of hie feelings.
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A great deal of the interpretation done by
the pastoral counsellor in collaborative counselling

may consist in supplying a more aocurate term to fit
what the client has expressed. This labelling may

almost seem superfluous , but in reality it may

clarify matters, since a client may avoid the full
1

meaning of his feelings until they are directly named.

1. M.J. O'Brien, Op. Cit. ,Ch.Vl see also

L.M. Brammer and E. L. Shestrom, Op. Cit., GH. IX,
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CHAPTER 4

Special Relationship Problems

The relationship established betw-en client

and counsellor is the basis of counselling. It offers
an environment in which the client is supported by
another person in his crisis; from which he gains a

new perspective on his problem; and through which he
/rovs in self-understanding and ability to follow a

responsible course of action which best fulfils his

sense of values and purpose in community with the
fellow beings of hie world.

This relationship is a r^al meeting of
personalities and not an artificially contrived

encounter. The aim of psychotherapy (ana this applies
also to all forme of counselling) could be defined
as the develop, ent of a relationship which in its

open-hearted readiness to discuss the ambiguities
end uncertainties ®f hope, faith, love and indignation
makes it d esirable end Jeaeible for the patient to act

in the world with others. 'Personal life emerges in
the encounter of person with person, and in no ether

way....(Here) he experiences the limits which stops
him in his unstructured running from 'One here and

now' to the next and throws him back on himself"*"'.
The counsellor should keep two sets of

questions constantly in mind. The first set of

questions relates to the client and the second to

himself as a person and counsellor.

1. P. Til.ich, 'Systematic Theology', 111 pp40 end 58
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e. Client Problems in Communiontin/?

The counsellor should keep in the forefront

of his mind such questions as, "What is the client

trying to communicate, and what are his problems in

communicating effectively?". The relationship serves

se the medium through which the counsellor sees and
hears the problems and feelings of his client. As
the client relates to the counsellor, he reveals his
difficulties in relating to and communicating with
others. He may be dependent, demanding, defensive,

aggressive or truculent. These are overt evidence
of his failure to find satisfaction in his interpersonal

relationships. In the counselling relationship, the
client reveals his anxieties, i. maturities and
distortions in his perceptions. In other words, the

counselling situation reproduces the client's behtviour
outside counselling.

The counsellor must be sensitive to the

client's total communication. He must keep asking
what the client's overt behaviour means as to his

feelings and needs, hie attitudes and values. The

way the client relates to the counsellor reveals how
he relates or fails to relate to others. This could

be called the diagnostic function, of the relationship
in counselling. Frieda Fromm-Reichmann's careful

analysis of the diagnostic function of the relationship
in psychotherapy is also relevant to pastoral counselling.
•We can only understand human personality in terms of
internersonail relationships. There is no way to know
about human personality other than by means of what
one person convey? to another, that is, in terms of his

relationships with him. Moreover, the private mental
and emotional experiences, his covert inner thought,
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and reverie processes ere also in terns of interpersonal

experience"1". ' The writer regards emotional problems in

general end the symptomatology of a entel patient in
particular as primarily due to difficulties in inter¬
personal relationships. Consequently, the therapist
must be particularly sensitive to the way the patient
relates to him in the interview. 'How does the psychiatrist
form an opinion regarding a prospective patient's condition
and treatment necessities during and after the initial
interviews?... While consulting with the patient, the

psychiatrist should, of course, not only listen to
what the patient has to say, 'out also pay attention
to the way in which the information is given. Does the

prospective patient show despair or apathy? Does he
speak diffidently? Does he display discomfort, fear
or anxiety, unhappiness or grief, etc? Such observations
will help the psychiatrist in hie evaluation of the

patient's actual feelings. They will also allow
conclusions about the impression the patient wishes
to make on the psychiatrist, and, to a certain extent,

regarding the expectations the patient hsis about the

thoughts and feelings of the psychiatrist. This, in

turn, will contribute to the therapist's understanding
2

of the patient's personality '. The therapist with
the aid of such cues, builds a picture of the patient's

relationships outside counselling, and of the factors
which contribute to hie maladjustment.

Of course, in pastoral counselling the pastor's
concern is not to reach back into the unconscious

dynamics of his client's behaviourj but to discover
in what ways the client fails to create and sustain

satisfying relationships with others. To achieve this

end, the relationship between pastor and client can serve
3

a vital function.

1. F. Froi.iii-Reichman, 'Principles if Intensive Psycho therapy', p. 14

2. Ibid. , p. 4S-

3. C.A. Wise, 'Pastoral Counselling. Its Theory and Practice',
p. pff.
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(b) Counsellor Problems in Communicating

The second set of questions the counsellor

should keep in mind is this:"What am I communicating
to this person, end what should I com. unicete to him?
What are ray problems in communicating sorcethxng helpful?"
It is equally important to realize that the relationship
is also something for which the counsellor is responsible.
How is he to respond? To respond is to be fully alive,
and alert, to listen, end to answer back in reply to
the client. It is by accepting end attentive listening
that the client is invited to speak, in confidence, more

freely and fully. The counsellor must be responsive to

every mood, feeling rnd attitude expressed. Yet his
aim is not just to accept end reflect feelings and

attitudes, but to give himself in a total response to
the whole being of the other person. This response of
the counsellor reveals his distinctive style of responding
to life situations, in £ nd out of counselling. In other
words 'the personal equation* is s. vital factor also on

the counsellor's side.

So e schools of psychotheraipy have tried to
eliminate the unpredictable element in the counsellor's

response, oy requiring their members to undergo a long
and penetrating analysis. The intention is not to

remove the 'personail element', but to make the therapist
aware of its ubiquitous influence, and thereby bring it
under control. Of course, for the everaq e clergyman
this is not a practicable solution to the 'personal

equation'. Even in the field of psychotherapy, personal

analysis is not regarded as the exclusive qualification
for practice. W'ha;t the pastor requires is criticeil
self-awareness of his own responses, and how these

responses are coxourcd by the extent to which Vie has
solved or failed to solve his own proble: e; by his
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attitudes towards other people and their problems; by
his ethical, philosophical end theological orientation;
and by his understanding of his role and function as a

pastor. The more awareness the pastor has of the

intrusive influence of these factors, the more he is
able to prevent them from exeroising a negative control
on the counselling process.
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Outline of Plan

(A) Formal Structuring.

(B) Client Problems in the Relationship.

(C) Counsellor Problems in the Relstionship.

(D) An examination oi" the pastor's alleged
authoritarian and judgmental attitudes.

(A) Formal Structuring

(a.l.) What is Structuring?

Once the client has stated his problem in

outline, most counsellors are likely to engage in

structuring the counselling process. This involves

explaining to the client the nature, limits and coals
of counselling, and, specifically, to explain the nature,
limits and goal of the immediate counselling relationship.

'Struct.uring simply means acquainting the counsellor
with the nature of counselling anc how* it goes on, end

offering him this kind of relationship

Structuring is not done once and for all. It

may be necessary to structure more than once. For

instance, the counsellor maj find it necessary to
structure different aspects of counselling ait different
times. He may, for example, clarify the way of proceeding
in counselling at one time, ana at another tine explain
the client's responsibility for decision making.

In brief, structuring is a simple explanation
of what counselling entails for b^tn client and counsellor.

(a.2.) The PuryO-e of Structuring

The counselling relationship is structured
in relation to the client and also in reletii..n to the

counsellor.

1. M.J. .O'Brien, 'An Introduct on to Pastoral Counselling ',

p. 106.
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(e.2.1.) Purpose of Structuring in reletxon to the Client.

Most clientsz when they first enter counselling
ere unfemiliar w_i.th the methods end goals of counselling.

They may be dubious of the value of verbalization, or

have misconceptions about the process of counselling.
The following list gives some of the more common

misconceptions

fast help; magical cures," single causes; smooth selling ;

inevitability of cure or solution.

Structuring provides the client v.ith a

framework or orientation for counselling. He then
feels that counselling has a rational plan. The client
should know who the counsellor is, where he is, and why
he is the~-e. If the counsellor fails to provide an

did equate structuring of the relationship, the client

begins to feel that his task is unorganized and formless,
and that there are no rules. Then he experiences a

feeling of helplessness and dissatisfaction. It is as

though the counsellor did not care what he talked about,
or how he spoke of it. Structuring serves the very

important function of enhancing the security of the
relationship for the client. It ensures that he knows

how to proceed, what iE required of him, and what he

may reasonably expect to derive from the counselling,
(a.2.2) Pur cose of Structuring in relation to the Counsellor,

This section can be divided under two headingst-

Structurlng defines the counsellor's responsibility to

the client.

R.S. Lee in his b ok, 'Principles of Pastoral

Sounseiling•, states the matter thus: 'You become

reliable for the limited field of your professional
responsibility''"'. Many of the professions that use

1. R. S. Lee, loe. cit. , p. 68.
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counselling as a method hfve clearly defined fields of

responsibility. In many ways the clergy have clearly
defined fields of responsibility, e.g. conduct of

worship. But in their pastoral care work; their

responsibilities are often diffuse ana unlimited.
The clergyman ust constantly ask himself what are
hie responsibilities for those he counsels, and his
answer must take into account the matter of his total

responsibility for his parish and members. The clergyman
must be on guard against accepting responsibility in

counselling which entails time and resources which
conflict with his other duties .

The pastor, as he lis Lens to the client

discussing his problem, begins to form an assessment
of the nature, depth ana complexity of his difficulty.
He detects recurring motifs end underlying patterns in
the person's feelings and relationships. The pastor

should then ask himself whether he has sufficient time,
resources end training to deal adequately, or wnether
he should advise the client to approach a counsellor

more able to deal with hie particular problem. Now,
whatever the answer, the pastor must structure the

counselling. If he feels competent to deal with the

problem, he will explain to the client the benef't likely
to be received from counselling, and the methods to be

adopted. If the problem is beyond his competence, he
will structure the interview by explaining to the
client thft hie problem requires a form of counselling
he is not able to provide. This type of structuring
requires considerable skill to prevent the client from

feeling rejected.

1. H.J. Clinebell, 'Basic Types of Pastoral Counselling',

pp. 52-56 and see also Cli. XV.
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Structuring; defines the Counsellor's role in Counselling.

This is an issue which is clouded in confusion

in the pastoral counselling literature, host of the
literature assumes that there is a btsic conflict

between whet can be called the pastor's public roles

and his role as counsellor.

The multiple roles of the pastor in society
are regarded by some commentators as being a major

disqualification from his ever being able to fit

satisfactorily into the role of counsellor. He is
so strongly associated, in his own mind and that of
his clients, with hie public roles that he cannot

beco e properly adjusted to the privnoe and intimate
role of the counsellor. H. S. Lee, for instance, argues

that the average pastor finds it very difficult, if
not practically impossible,to divest himself of the
authoritarian attitude in counselling.1 Gates writes

of 'the tension the pastor feels between the permissive
attitude suggested by research and counselling; and the
rut ority that he carries as an administrator of his
flock. The p?stor cannot cease to feel the tension

between authority and permissiveness. .... This tension
2

is intrinsic to being a pastor '. In his discussion
of personal-problem counselling Ttoser highlights the
ar^a of tension. 'Thus, the religious counsellor needs
to accept the client as he has been, as he is now, find
as he wishes to be in the future..... There is no doubt

that this frame of reference is foreign to ohe thinking
of many religious workers. These workers feel &

commitment to instruct folk in the ways of righteousness
and in the manner of liie deemed desirable by society
in general and their church group in particular.
1. Loc. Cit. , p. 9 ff.

2. W.E. Oates, 'Protestant Pastoral Counselling', p.126.
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A difference must be considered between the instructing
vhich the religious worker does from the pulpit, in
Bible class, end in ^outh organizations, and the

counselling in face-to-face encounter with the

individual. The religious worker can hardly be true
to himself or his congregation, if he fails to instruct
when instructing*. is called for. But if he is to be

successful as he attempts to counsel, he will need to

be accepting and ncn-judgmental"'"*.
In addition to all tha.s, it is maintained

that because clients see the clergy in so fo.any roles,

they coire to counselling with set expectations as to

vhat the counsellor will say, do, and think. They
expect a pastor to teach, guide, express approval or

disapproval of certain types of behaviour, and to hoLd

particular attitudes to life and people. These

expectations add to the pastor's difficulty in creating
a truly accepting and permissive atmosphere.

But how real is this apparent conflict between

the various 'public' roles of the pastor erd his role

as counsellor? If there is a conflict,it must either
be resolved or honestly and openly accepted as

insoluble; it cannot be ignored as unimportant.
The:e are preliminary remarks to be made.

First of all, when the pastor counsels, he does not

relinquish his role as pastor and become solely and
S

simply a counsellor, or a psychotherapist or a case¬

worker: he remains a pastor; and his counselling is
an aspect or part of pastoral care. All this may

appear very elementary, but surprisingly enough all
too often writers in this field give the impression
that their prima-ry concern is to reconcile pasxora.1

1. L. "5. Moser, 'Counselling. A odern E; phasie in Religion',
p. 109 ff.
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counselling with peychotherapy and social casework.

Psychotherapy has made a major contribution to our

understanding of human behaviour, and pastoral counselling
has been permanently enriched from this fruitful source.

But after acknowledging our indebtedness to psychotherapy,
we must also emphasize that psychotherapy and pastoral

counselling are net synonymous. 'The uniqueness of

pastoral coun; elling emerges when we define it as a

spiritual conversation that involves both a meeting
of two persons in the context of the Christian faith,
and s dialogue between them concerning (1) 'their way

of life in times past', (2)'the decisive turnings in
the living; present' and (3) 'the consideration of the
outcome of their li^a'. And so in counselling the

pastor carries out a Christian function.

Again, when s person comes to a pastor for

counselling, he will expect to participate in an

experience which has at least religious overtones.
The very setting of the counselling will typify the

counselling effort as religious, in as much as those
who s°ek out pastors in religious settings usually

cxpect a counselling process which has religious
orientations. In all kinds of religious counselling,
the Christian faith is not incidental or irrelevant,
but is its very heart and meaning.

The pr stor has both formal relationships
as pastor to persons in the community and xnformal

relationships as friend ana neighbour. To superimpose
e ther of these upon the other leads to confused

relationships, which ere filled with misunderstanding,
anxiety ana distortions. Spiritual conversation takes

place und°r responsibly intimate and e.otionelly

1. W. E. Oetes, Op. Cit. , p. 168-
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healtny conditions. Otherwise, real hindrances to a

genuine 'meeting of minds' arise between pastor and
the person who needs his understanding concerning
his 'conversation' of life. Structuring entails

communicating simply to the client the exact nature
of his responsibilities as a pastor. This means

clarifying hie responsibilities in terms of bfsic

principles, and not simply in terms of techniques
and means.
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a»3. How the Rele tionthip is Structured.

In his book 'Client-centred Therapy',

Foyers easts severe doubts on the value of structuring
the therapeutic relationship. In the chapter ciealing
with 'The Relationship as Experienced by the Client'
he states, 'It would appear that reel progress or

movement in therapy is greatly facilitated when both
client and counsellor are perceiving uhe reletionship
in similar fashion. How this is achieved is uhe

question that must be continually raised. Our experience
is clear on one point. The perception aoes not come

by telling the client how he ought to experience the

relationship. 1 caning1ul perception is a matter of
direct sensory experience, end it not only does not

help but may hinder a unified perception if the therapist

attempts to describe, intellectually, the character
1

of the relationship or of the process '.

Nov;, a number of points can be made .in
answer to Rogers's low estimate of the positive value

of structuring. For one thing, structuring does not
entail 'telling uhe client how he ought to experience
the relationship*. Structuring entails defining and

explaining the helping situation. The client is made
aware thrt the counsellor does not have the amsvers,

but that the counselling situation does provide a

setting where the client, with assistance, can work
out his personal solution to nie problems. The client
is under no compulsion, but can use xhe situation as

he wishes. Of course, intellectual explanation is
not enough; the whole conduct and at osohere of the

counselling iust reiruo^ce this idea until the client

1. C. R. Rogers, 'Client-Centred Therapy', p. 6S.
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feels that it is a situation in which he is free to

work out the solutions that he needs.

Again, Rogers overlooks the important
function structuring serves in relation to the
counsellor himself. It provides the counsellor with

a framework within which he can feel free and secure.

For example, if the counsellor fails to define clearly
his own role end funct on within counselling, the result
could be that a client's exorbitant demands could force

him to become oefensive, lest hie desire to help should

ensure him in the toils of a manipulative client.
It is ) ore than doubtful whether the average

client will so easily appreciate the aims, methods and
limits of counselling as Rogers see s to imply. Indeed,
it has been maintained that Rogers's depreciation of
the value of structuring is the result of his counselling

mainly among students. In such a setting, it is not so

necessary to structure the relationship verbally; the
client 'gets the idea' as he participates in the process.

However, this is not necessarily the case in other

counselling settings. Moat clients co e into counselling
with only vague ideas t s to whet it actually entaxls,
and without some explanetLon they might very well find

counselling confusing.
In structuring, it is not necessary for the

counsellor to go into lengthy or detailed explanation
of counselling methods. He should explain only those
matters which are basic to the creation end maintenance

of he relationship. Too thorough a structuring may

encourage the client to become critical of the process

and of the counsellor's methods.

No stereotyped method of structuring the

relationship exists. There is a great need for the
counsellor to remain sensitive to the pro;rese of the

client. In the early stages, structuring should be
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usf,d vith caution. There is a danger of giving the

client the impression that the counsellor has a rigid

pre-dexer.ined plan which the client must follow.^"
(a.3.1) T„yes of Structuring

If we can regard the counselling relationship
as a social situation in. miniature, then the client
pust accept the limitations such a situation entails.

These limitations are not detrimental to the progress

of counselling, but are an essential and indispensable

part of the process. We make e greet mistake if v/e

suppose that limits are a hindrance to counselling .

They are one of the vital elements which make the

therapeutic situation a microcosm in which the client

can meet all the betsic aspects which characterize life
as a whole, where he can face them openly, end adapt
himself to their constraint.

Time Limits

The counsellor's cone rn should, be to

encourage the client to use hie interview time as

positively as possible; t nd it has been { enerelly
proved that one way to do this is to limit the time
available to the client.

Time Limits of each Interview7.

The client is free to miss his appointment, waste it
in idle talk, or u; e it to deal constructively with
his problem. There is, however, one limitation which
he must accept % he cannot gain extra time. Clients
will often try to gain extra time by various stratagems.
One favourite way is for a client to talk trivia^for
most of the interview, and then before the interview;
is over to raise a matter of obviOUB concern. Often,
this is a bid for the counsellor's attention, or a

testing of the counsellor's interest. There is a

temptation here for the counsellor to give further

time, either because of the point raised, or so as

1. L.r. Brammer end 15. L. Shostrom, 'Therapeutic Psy chology',
pp. 183-139. and also of W. 13. Oates, Op. Cit. pplpl-156,
168-171, 246-2 4.8.
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not to disappoint the client. However, it cannot be
too strongly stressed that to yield at this point

may create greater difficulties later on, when, for
example, requests for extra interview time become

common r and more insistent.

To maintain a limit on the time of each

interview is to encourage the client to make the
best possible use of each session.

Tine Li: itr of the total duration of

Counselling

It is difficult for the pastor to make

Ion--rant e time commitments. Many of his counselling
sessions are unplanned. To insist that all counselling
be done on an appointment basis may cause parishioners
to feel that a pastor is unapproachable. Again, to
schedule hie counselling may impose severe restrictions
on the time available to meet his other duties.

It is better if the pastor arranges to
meet his client for a definite number of Sessions.

He can offer to meet ihe client for a definite length
of time each week for three weeks. He can make his

offer in. a form similar to the following: "I'll be

pleased to see you for half-en-hour each week for
three weeks to help you with your problem. At the
end of that period, we'll srje how things are petting

along. I'm free at Would that suit ^ou?"

(a.3.2) Role Limits

Pastoral counselling takes place within
the context of the Christian fellowship. The prstor

is related to his people, not only as a representative
of God, but also a:S s symbolic personification of the

corporate intention of the church towards the individual.
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The pastor performs his minif: try of reconciliation,
not only of man with God, "but also of man with the

body corporate of the specifically defined community,
which is the church. The interacting field of the

responsible Christian fellowship, therefore, gives

pastoral counselling its meaning rs the v-ork f the

body of Christ. The pastor of a church through his

counselling activates the whole purpose of the church,
which is 'the increase among men of the love of God
fnd neighbour*. But more than that, it is the

proclamation of the death, burial and resurrection
of Jesus Christ. In a very real sense, the church
is the counsellor. The minister, by reason of the
role conferred upon him b,> the church, implements
the purpose of the church.

These foregoing statements are necessary

to emphasize that in his several roles - preacher,

teacher, celebrant of the sacraments, and pastoral
counsellor the pastor is not serving several functions
but one - 'the butiding up of the body of Christ'.
This can be called the implicit structure of the

counselling relationship. As the representative
c unsellor of the christian community, the pastor
seeks to help his clients to progress in reaching
toward 'the measure of the fulness of tie Btrture

of Christ '. It is this twofold context - the church

and the christian faith - which defines end sets the

limits of pastoral counsell ng. If this had been
born^- in mind, \e weald have been spared the debate
albout the pastor's competence to counsel; about whether
the pastoral counsellor can honestly use the techniques
of modern paychotherepy, and especially the debate
about hov; best to answer the strictures laid on pastors

as counsellors, by caseworkers, ps^ehotherepiste, and
others.

1. Ephesiens, 17, 13.
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If the pet;tor v ish^s to moke explicit this

basic eleuent in hie counselling, he uet not do eo

.n such a vey that he surrenders its distinctiveness,
lis concern is not primarily to reconcile his counselling
with other types of counselling, but to allow hie own

counselling to be informed by the apostolic witness
to Jesus Christ. Hie key concepts must be God, sin,

salvation, rede ption and Christian fellowship.
But because pastors hrve several inter¬

related roles in the life of a parishioner, he must

formally structure the counselling relationship.
There are two main reasons for this requirement.

First,the methods and procedures suitable in one
role cannot be used indiscriminately in others. A

good example Qf this is the contract between the

techniques of preaching and counselling. In preaching
verbalization is the standard norm; in counselling,

verablizing by the pastor is strictly controlled.

Secondly, client^ require to be informed that the

procedures of one role cannot be transferred

unmodified to another role. '....The pastor's role

as e counsellor is often confused and undefined because

of ais involvement with his counsellors as neighbour

and brother|man in both the informal and formal*
relationships of the pastoral community. The pastor
has e certain role in the person's life that may or

.ay not be clear to him when that person; in the
exigency of a moment, calls upon him for counselling

help. This role is undefined in the confused and

anxious mind . f the counselled. The pastoral counsellor
muft develop a great deal of canniness in clearly

understanding himself and in communicating simply
to the counselled the exact nature of his responsibility
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1
as e pastor at any given v. ornent • 'Therefore,
a pastor n°eae to know when and when not to activate
the more formal dimensions of hie task as a minister,

particularly at the point of 'structuring* or defining
r counselling relationship. When he does this well,
he demonstrates skill in clarifying both in his own

i ind, and in that of his parishioner, the exact
2

character of their relationship Often failures in

communication between pastor and parishioner, pastor
and church, and pastor and the other professional

people in the community ere caused by the pastor's
lack of clarity as to his own identity as c counsellor.
(a. "5• "3) Procedural or Process Limits

If counselling is to succeed, the client
must understand rnd accept the nature and limits of
the process of counselling.
The Limits of a Professional Relationship

Since the counselling relationship is

professional in character, there is a limit to the
extent to which a counsellor can become emotionally
involved with the client. The counsellor tries to

the best of his ability to give the help the client
has asked for, ana he respects the rights of others

who may be involved, e. g* probation officer. Put
there is r strict limit to the amount of affection

the counsellor can give to the client* He has to

accept that he is a subjective object in the client's
life, while <• t the same time keeping both feet on the

ground. This is one of the most demanding aspects of

pastoral care. The pastor, because he is inevitably
an authority figure, will encounter it in all his

work, anditis usually intensified in situations

requiring counselling.

1. W. E. Oates, Op. Cit. , p.151.
2. Ibid., p. 155.
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The love the pastor gives in response is

comprised of interest and concern for the client
8e a person.

Inghem and Love give a number of process

values which should be convened to the cli-nt in
the verbal structuring remarks, and also exemplified
in the attitudes oi tne counsellor.

'••••••that it is appropriate and good to

investigate ourselves*. This process value suggests
that we need not be at the meroj/ of' our impulses,
and that an investigation of the springs of our

behaviour can increase our self-awareness and

rational control of our actions.

• that it is better to investigate

than to blame *. This process value emphasizes that
the counsellor does not moralise ab<ut the client's

communication. In the accepting atmosphere of the

counselling relationship, the client coes not need
to be defensive or assign false values tc his feelings
and actions. 'To re ard emotion as a real and important

thing'. The aim of this value is to encourage the
client to see his feelings as the source of his

actions.
* that there must be relatively

complete freedom of expression'. The counsellor does
not coerce the client to talk about particular subjects.
No subject is taboo; for it is the ei otionrl significance
of a subjeet, and not its social acceptability, which
should cetermine the client's choice. the use of

investigation oi t »e past in developing an understanding
of the present'. Because of the real limitation on his
time and training, the pastoral counsellor deliberately
deals with current problems in living rnd with conscious
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end preconscious materiel. Though he does not,

however, deal directly with unconscious factors,
ewerenese of such determinants of behaviour can be

very useful.

Usually the client's assets eve mentioned
in structuring. These assets include his experience,
his ability to help himself, his capacity, though
frustrated, to form need-satisfying relationships^.

1. H» V. Ingham and L. R. Love, 'The Process of Psychotherapy',
PP. 79-81 and also of L.M. Brammer and R.I,. Shostroru,

Op. Cit., pp.183-189; C.R. Rogers, • Counselling end

Psychotherapy•, pp.83-128.
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(B) Client Problems in the Rel? t Lone-hip

Apart from Group Counselling, counselling
is an interaction between two individuals; ;^nd the

relationship is the sum total of all that happens
between client and counsellor - all the verbal and

non-verbal communication of attitudes, thoughts,
and feelings - everything in fact that both contribute
to the relationship, whether overt, or covert, or
devious.

In this section the intention is to examine

the client's contribution to the relationship, and in

particular to isolate for examination those elements

which influence, and often control,his contribution.
These elements arise either within ohe counsellor

himself or are indigenous to the counselling situation.
Of course, these tv.o sets of factors are in reality

inseparable, end constantly influence each other in

counselling, 'The counsellor may apply counselling
techniques v„th all the wisdoi end skill at his command;
but he must recognize that certain phenomena,indigenous
to the counselling process, occasionally limit his efforts1'.
Those phenomena on the client's side which exert this

restraint on the counselling progress are referred to
as transference • rd resistance. These concepts are not

only central to psychotherapy, but are also of considerable

consequence in all counselling, and so to pastoral
counselling as well.

lf-f in it .ion of Transference.

(b. 1. ) In Ps„ cho-snsl.ysis

According to Freud transference is the sine

qua non of therapy. It is supposed to be an active
element Ln fall interpersonal relationships, end in

1. L. M. Brammer and E. L. Shostrom, Op. Git., p. 209.
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analysis it is directed by the patient towards the

person of the therapist. By transference is meant
a striking peculiarity of neurotics. They develop
towards their physician emotional relations, both
of an affectionate and hostile character, which
are not based upon the actual situation, but are

derived from their relations towards their parents

(oedipus complex)"*". Classical psycho-analysis

regards transference as a proof that adults have
not overcome their former childish dependence; : nd

it is onl,, by making use of it the.t the physician
is enabled to induce the patient to overcome his

internal resistances, and do away with hie repressions
The patient enters actively into a relationship or

series of relationships with the therapist. He casts
the therapist in a number of roles, often transferring
to him a. number of responses and attitudes that

originated in other situations. This casting of
the therapist in several roles is possible because

of his symbolic character i s ari authority fi; ure
and 'healer'. The therapist uses these transference

reactions as a means to help the patient to ain
2

insight into his maladjustments .

The basic Freudian understanding of

transference has been somewhat modified by the
neo-Freuo'i-ns. In particular Freud's teaching that
all our relationships with oth°r people, and in

particular the doctor/patient relationships, aire

determined ? nd patterned by our early relationships
with significant people in our environment has been

significantly elaborated. 'It is true that the
patterns of our later interpersonal relationships
are formed in our early lives, repeated in our later

lives, am can be understood through the medium of
1. F. Fromm-Reichmann, Op. Cit. , pp97-107*

2. J. A. C. Brown, 'Freud and the Post-Freudians', Ch. 1
and also Cf. K.Menninger, 'Theory of Psychoanalytic
Technique', pp.77-84.
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their repetition with people in general ena through
the mutual aspects of the doctor/patient relationship
in particular. There is, however, a danger in carrying
this inright too far . ' Pro! m-Reichruann f ives the

following elaboration of the 'orthodox' position on

transference in classical peycho-an&lysisi
'The study Of past relationships should not

lead the psychiatrist to neglect the significance of
the "vicissitudes of the doctor-patient relrtLonehip.
To study just the •repetitional' characteiistics of
this relationship is to overlook the pertinent
facte of the actual experience between therapist

2
and patient '.

It is now generally accepted that the
reactions of the patient may not be 'repetitional'
but based on the actual relationship between doctor

and patient. '....if the oedipus complex is not
considered universal, f nd if the unresoi-ved oedipus
constellation is not an ubiquitous aetijtfological
factor in the pathology of mental disorders, then it
follows that there is no reason always to find oedipal
love end hatred for the psychiatrist in the

3
interpretative picture *. ' the wish for
closeness end tenderness with the beloved parent,

and the envious resentment of the authorit? tive

power of the hated one, both without recognizable
sexual roots, constitute a more frequent finding
in childhood histories of healthy, neurotic ana

psychotic people, than do their sexual oedipal
4

entanglements vith the parents of their childhood '.

1. F. Promm-Reichmann, Op. Cit., p. 4.
2. Ibid., p. 9'7ff.

3. Ibid., p. 99°
4. Ibid., p. 99.
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(b. 2. ) In Rogerian or 'Mon-c xrective' Therapy

Roger© in '6li.ent-6sntred Therapy' states
'as we examine our clinical experience in client-

centred therapy, and our recorded cases, it would
appear correct to say that strong attitudes, of a

transference nature, occur in e relatively small

minority of cases, but that such attitudes occur

in some degree in e majority of cases. With many

clients the attitudes towards the counsellor are

mild and of e reality, rather than transference,
nature. Thus such a client may feel somewhat

apprehensive about first meeting the counsellor;

may feel annoyed in early interviews that he uoes

not receive the guidance he expected; may feel a

warm rapport with the counsellor as he works

through his own attitudes; leaves therapy with
gratitude to the counsellor for having provided
him with the opportunity to work out things for

himself, but not with a dependent or strong gratitude,
srd can meet the counsellor socially or professionally,

*

during or after therapy, with little affect beyond
what is normally involved in the inn ediete reality
of their relationship. This would seem to describe

for many, perhaps for a majority of our clients, the
affect that is directed towards the counsellor. If

one's definition of transference include© all affect

towards others, then this is transference: if the
definition being used is the transfer of infantile
attituoes to a present relationship, then very little,

1
if any, transference is present. ' Rogers maintains
that transference feelings onlj develop when the client

perceives that the counsellor understands him better

than he understands himself. Thus transference, whether
in th<> form of hostility or dependence, depends on the
degree of threat involved fo^ the client in the relationship.
1 - T.on. Hit. r>. lQq ff.
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I.?. Pastoral Counselling
Whether one ecceots the fully psycho-analytic

position on the na-ure of' transference or not, transference,
understood as unrealistic and inappropriate behaviour
directed to another person^does occur in pastoral
counselling. It does occur in everyday life, but

usually not in such an intense or pronounced form
as sometimes happens in a person-to-person helping

relationship. In pastoral counselling, transference
can be defined re the projection of the client's past
or present unresolved and unrecognised altitudes towards

authority and love figures; in this instance, towards

the counsellor.

In pastoral counselling, transference can

be used to describe how the client views the counsellor,
his role, and the counselling process. The probability
of therapeutic movement in a particular case depends

primarily not upon the counsellor's personality, nor

upon his techniques, nor even upon his attitudes, but

upon the way all these are experienced by the client
the relationship . The way the client experiences

the relationship^ is largely determined by his

expectations. He may expect the pastor to be a

parental figure who will take over the guidance of
his life: or he may expect him to be an advice-giver,
end this advice may be genuinely end aependently desired,
or it may be desired in order that the client can prove

it wrong. Again, he may expect, and indeed went, the
counsellor to be a moralizer who will castigate him
for his alleged moral lapses. 'The pastor is unique

among counsellors in his socially defined role....
those who s-ek his help perceive him as a religious

authority figure, the leader of a religious community,

1. L.K. Bramr er and T5. L. Shostro ., Op. Cit. , CH. VI.
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end a symbolic representative of the vrlues end beliefs
of hie traditions. This means that he is a religious

•transference figure' i.. e. one whose symbolic role
stirs up in persons a rich variety of early life

feelings and associations. In his presence, people

may experience a welter of these feelings, including
feelings about such matters as parents, God, heaven,
hell 1'.

Here should be added the caveat that the

client's reactions to the counsellor and his institutional

role might be very normal, social reactions to whet the
counsellor is, says, or does.

(b.3) Ty pes of Transference.

In counselling literature, three types of
transference feelings are distinguished.

ros itive 'Iransfere nee

Here the client's previous experience with

'authority figures' and the counsellor's symbolic
role are the Key factors. Positive transference

may make the client submissive, ingratiating, co-operative,

affectionate, or dependent.

Negative Transference

If the counsellor appears as rejecting,

judgmental, or a domineering 'figure',the client may

react vith aggressive, critical or unco-operative feelings.
A bivalent Transference

According to Freud, in all transference there
are negative and positive elements. The pastor should
be aware that any feeling may be accompanied by its

opposite - though repressed. For example, depth

psychology has shown that dependent clients resent
their dependence. 2

1. H.J. Clinebeil, 'Basic Types of Pastoral Counselling',p. 50.
2. L.M. Brammer and E. L. Shostrom, Op. Cit. , pp. 209-221 •
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(b. 4) Methods for clealinp; with Transference.

In psycho-analysis, dealing with the
•transference neurosis' (its resolution) is the

ii ain objective of the therapy. The patient transfers
his intra-psyehie conflicts into the inter-personal

relationship between himself end th*5 therapist, in
such a way that it repeats his other neurotic

relationships past end present. The transference
is used as a medium of therapy.

In client-centred therapy, the counsellor
deals with transference feelings in the way he deals
with all reactions of the client: he tries to under¬

stand and accept. 'It would seem that what occurs is

exactly parallel to all other unrealistically hostile,

fearful, loving attitudes which the client brings out.
In this relationship the experience of the client see;-s

to be, "This is the way I have perceived and interpreted

reality; but xn this relationship, where I have no need
of defending this interpretation, I can recognize that
there are other sensory evidences which I have not
admitted into consciousness, or have admitted but

interpreted inaccurately^"'. By re—perceiving his
experience more accurately and fully the client finds
that his previous perceptions were distorted, and so
his 'transference attitudes' disappear because they
are now meaningless.

In view of the fact that transference feelings

develop in all counselling, the pastor must be particularly
careful that he does not allow c deep transference

relationship to develop. 'Either positive or negative
'transference* attach.; ents can be e>. otionaJly demanding,
even if they are not jeopardising to the minister's

2
reputation '. This applies in particular in counselling

1. C. R. Rogers, Op. Git. p. 203-
2. H.J. Clinebell, Op. Cit. , p. 53.
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those who hold a prominent piece in the power structure

of th<= church.

The pastor is particularly dependent on

f relationship of mutual trust and acceptance. His
effectiveness as a counsellor can be considerably
undermined by strong transference feelings. He does
not dejend on"transference feelings in h^s work, yet
he must be sensitive to their presence, and ailso know
how to deal v-ith their 'interference* •

Transference arises because of a failure

to develop, end because the present is being Distorted

by pest exp rience. The pastor's concern is to help
the client to mature, end the best v;ey to do so is
to help the client to see what is actually happening
in the present relationship, 'doing back to early
life-roots of problems usually is not eesential(even
if possible) in order to increase the constructiveness
of relationships.... Those aspects of" the pest which

are important are not really past. They are observable
to the trained eye in the way that they distort here-
and-now relationships. If necessary, the still living
past can be dealt with as it is projected on the
screen of current relationships^. *

There are two methods v.hich are very useful
in dealing with 'transference feelings': reflection
of feeling and acceptance. By means of these approaches,
the client comes to perceive that the real source of

thse feelings resides within himself, end that they
arise because his perception of the present relationship
is distorted by his own attitudes.

Structuring serves to prevent reinforcement
of transference attitudes. The dependent client vill

try to hand over decisions to the counsellor; the
nani ulative client wili try to gain 'ov rtimej' the
hostile client vill try to remain aloof and .-nco-operative.

1. Ibid., pp. ''3-36.
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structuring the relationship, the counsellor
encourages the client to become involved in hie

problems, end to fece hie need for gaining e new

perspective on his relationship.

1. l\,J. O'Brien, Cp. Cit, pp. 164-169? L.Iu. Brammer and
E.L. Shostrom, Op. Cit., pp. 21^-221; K. Hea.sn.an,
•An Introduction to Pastoral Counselling', p. 81 ff.
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(b.3) Resistance

Resistance has not yet received the
independent consideration in the literature dealing
with pastoral counselling that its importance deserves.
uch of the phenomena of resistance is discussed under
such subjects as client perception of the counselling

relationship, acceptance, and the permissive, non-

judgiiental atmosphere in counselling,
(b.6.) In Psycho-analysis

In psycho—analysis resistance is a dynamic

process, and is defined as 'the reactivation outside
of the patient's awareness, of the motivating powers

which were responsible for the mental patient's

original pathogenic, dissociative and repressive

processes. This resistance manifests itself in the

course of the psychotherapeutic process as reluctance

against relevant communication, and against interpretative
clarifications or its possible concomitant therapeutic

chrnges. The same source which motivated the pftient's

original dissociative and repressive processes, that is,
his anxiety, is also the main reason for the iff resistance
In psycho-analysis, resistance is a protective device.

(b. 7) In Client-Centred Therapy

This type of therapy does not regard resistance
as an inevitable part of therapy, nor indeed a desirable

'part, but that it jgrows primarily out of poor techniques
of handling the client's expression of his problet and

feelings. lore specifically, it grows out of unwise
attempts on the part of the counsellor to short-out

the therapeutic process by bringing into the discussion
emotionalized attitudes which the client is not yet

2
ready to face.

1. F. Fromm-R"'ichmsnn, Op. Cit. , p. 109.
2. C.R. Rogers , Co. Cit., pp.150-151, 139-160.
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(b.8) In Pastoral Counselling

One of the principal realities in building
and maintaining an effective counselling relationship
wiich must be dealt with is resistance. It ben be

defined as a characteristic of the client's defence -

system vhich opposes the purposes of counselling.
Unlike psycho-analysis, pastoral counselling

regards resistance as an obstacle to progress. These

obstacles are within the client himself, but their

presence may be due to either internal or external
factors.

Interns 1 Factors

Certain internal factors create resistance

in the client because the„. are perceived as threatening.
He may not be prepared,as yet, to face painful experiences,
to explore the possible consequences of a course of action,
or to make a decision which entails changes. In our

culture, many find it difficult to express asexual

feelings of affection and attachment, or feelings of

anger and hostility. The reasons for this reluctance
seems to be determined by our cultural standards. To

go against our internalized standards create©"guilt,
fear of rejection, and anxiety.
External Factors

How the client perceives the counsellor and
the process and context of counselling is a vital
factor in creating resistance. The client is unable
to view the counsellor objectively and interpret his

motives, action, and character as they really are.
CIS

He distorts v hat the pastor says and dces^solto fit
this subjec tive pictiire of him* and is constantly

seeking motives in him which are not thei-e. Pastoral
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counselling is not ordinarily a matter of building
a relationship fror scratch on the part cf people
who have not seen each other beJore and will not

do so a> ain. Instead, it is a matter cf creating,
out of a previous general pastor-perish Loner

relationship, a special temporary, helping relationship,
with the recognition that, upon the conclusion of the

special and temporary relationship, the general

relationship will be resumed. The fact that clients

see their pastors in non-counselling roles may make
them reluctant, for instance, to reveal embarrassing

problems. They may fear that the pestor will be
disappointed or dondemn them ior 'their revelations'.^"

The pastor's final aim xs the 'total

redemption' of the 'total person*. But he must

accept certain limitations. He cannot aocept full

responsibility for another's life. Again, he must

accept the limitations of hie time and training.
Clients may well want him'to play God'

in th^ir lives; to take over their decisions, and to

solve their problems. The pastor must resist this
demand. This self-imposed limitation ay create
resistance in the client when his wishes go unmet.

Again, faulty rethoas and techniques on the part of
the counsellor can. create resistance. Sxa pies of
these include missing the full ran- e of the client's
verbal nd non-verbal communications; forcing the
client o face emotionally significant probiei s

before he is ready to do so; or giving premature

interpretations v ;ich create anxiety.

1. C. A. Wise, Op. Cit. , Ch. 111.
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(6.9) Types of Resistance

Resistance can take many forms. The following
list gives a sample of the n.o e common forms:-

Negative Types:-

(a) Intellectual discussion of the problem;

(b) introducing irrelevant material into the discussion;
(c) criticising the counsellor end counselling#;

(d) terminating counselling prematurely.
Positive T.,pes:-

(a) maintaining a detached attitude to the

problem; (b) readiness to accept counsellor's suggestions
and interpretation; (c) attempting to make counsellor

wholly responsible for progress .

(b.10) Counsellor's Itsthods for dealing with Resistance

When resistance is not interferring seriously
with counselling, it can be safely disregarded. This
would apply to resistance in the early stages of
counselling. Resistance at all stages, however, is

an indication of client anxiety, and should serve as

a warning to the counsellor to 'highlight' the positive,

safe, non-threatening aspects of the counselling

relationship.

As resistance can be the direct result of

faultj methods on the pert of the counsellor, he
should maintain a constant watch over his methods f-nd

over the client's reactions.

T e pastor's concern is to give the client
a safe environment in which he can face and deal

with his problsfii. If it is agreed that resistance
it caused by client anxiety, then he should be offered
acceptance. Acceptance is the most supporting thing

1. L.ri. Brant, er £ nd "5.L. Shostrom, Op. Cit. , pp.229-236.
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the counsellor can offer, since it creates a sense

of security, as the client realises that his feelings
pre not rejected as shameful or threatening.

The Counsellor can also explain to the client
the nature and function of hie resistance. But as the

pastor is not concerned to interpret deep, unconscious
material, his explanation should he based on what the
client has actually communicated.

Ex.

CI: I just can't talk about it.
C: You feel it is too painful for you

to face. Perhaps you can see you

are avoiding it for some reason.

CI: Yes - perhaps we'll come back to
it later."''

1. Ibid., pp. 236-239
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(C) Countertransference.

If we define counselling ee 'the interpersonal

vocation', it follows that the counsellor's contribution
to the relationship can be distorted by hie emotional

immaturities, frustrations, anxieties and conflicts.
In his counselling, the counsellor is not a 'neutral
observer'. He brings to hie task not onl^ his own

distinctive contribution of personal Qualities of

maturity, insight and integrity, but also his personal
immaturities. The relationship in counselling is a

'transferential relationship'; and the psychological
needs of the pastoral counsellor, as well as the
needs of the client, can contribute to the overall
'transferential' aspects of the counselling. The
counsellor too can act unrealictically and inappropriately
in the relationship.

In the counselling literature, such unrealistic
and inappropriate responses on the pert of the counsellor
are called 'counter-transferences'.

( c. 1. ) What is countertransference?

The term has no standard, uniform meaning,

Freud was the first to note that the phenomenon of

countertransference arises in the physician as a.

result of he patient's influence on hie (the analyst's)
unconscious feelings. We have noted that every counsellor's
achievement is limited by what his own complexes and
resistances permit.^

Karl Menninger refers to counter transference
as xhe 'advent.itions, unintentional and involuntary

2
participations' i ade by the therapist in therapy.
He warns that the psycho-analyst himself has an

unconscious and that he,too,has a persistent temptation

1. P. Fromm-Reichmann, Op. Cit. , Ch. 11.
2. K. Mennin^er, Op. Cit., p. 84.
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to indulge in infantile techniques and objectives,
magical thinking and the like\

Alexander and French re; ard countertrans-

ference as including all attitudes towards the client.
Winnicott in an article in the Internetionafl Journal

of Psychoanalysis fives the term a meaning which is
at the opposite end of the scale to the classical
Freudian definition. He regards counter transference

as the normal reactions of the therapist to the bizarre
2

and anti-social behaviour of his patient . Breminer

and Shostrom define the phenomenon of countertrans¬
ference as 'the conscious and unconscious attitudes

of the counsellor towards real or imagined client
3

attitudes or overt behaviour . '

In pastoral counselling countertransference
can be defined as 'unrealistic and inappropriate

4
responses directed to the client by the counsellor .

These responses are made to the client as a result
of the unresolved problems, anxieties, and frustrations
of the counsellor. The counsellor uses the communications

of the client as a means of self-referral. Consequently,
the pastor relates to the client in terms of his own

life experience.

( c. 2) Si ns of Coun t, ertransl erence.

The client's communications may create fear
and anxiety in the counsellor. Because the pastoral
counsellor finds his own negative feelings reverberating
to those of his client, he may g xve premature reassurance

to the client, change the subject or take control of the
interview.

1. Ibid., p. c4»
2. F. Alexander a no T.M. French, 'Psychoanalytic Therapy,,'
3. 1).W. Winnicott,'Hate in the Countertraneferenee'.

Int. J. Psychoanal. 1949, 30 pp«69-74.
4. L.M. Brammer and B. L. Shostrom, Op. Cit. , p. 221.
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The pastor may find a client a source of
personal satisfaction. He may find emotional satisfaction
in a client's life story of success and prestige, marital
contentment or other forms of personal fulfilment.
Of course, countertransference hiay also appear when
the client relates a life-story of defeat and disappointment.

Domination of the client by the counsellor is
also evidence of the operation of countertran: ference.
We are speaking of the manipulation of the client by
the counsellor through a taking over of his pow r for
self-direction. The counsellor may make the client

dependent on him, or may ask that the client consult
him before he does anything of importance,- whatsoever.
Outwardly, there may be a great show of giving hit self
over to the service of the client. In reality, the
client is prevented from achieving growth, because
he is being used by the counsellor to satisfy his
need to dominate.

These are some of the ways in which counter-
transference may be manifested in counselling. They
have one factor in common: tne counsellor responds to

the client in terms of his own needs, raoher than in
terms of the neeos of the client1.
(o. 3) Results of Coantertransference.

Countertransference prevents empathie

listening and understanding of the client. The
counsellor's listening is determined by his own needs,
and so he misses many of the cues provided by rhe client.

The client feels that he is not being understood
and accepted by the counsellor, and that his lix'e-
1. K. Wenninger, Op. Git., pp. 88-90. L.M. Brammer and

13.L. Shostrom, Op. Git., pp22p-226.
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experience is being interpreted in tarrre which ere
1alien to his own feelings.

(c,4) Dealing; with Countertransference.

Being able to fore; a helping relationship
with another depends on forming e 'helping relationship
with myself^'. Rogers, repeatedly emphasizes the
fundamental importance,of inner maturity in the

counsellor, if he is to help others in counselling.
•The degree to which I can create relationships which
facilitate the growth of others ob. separate persons,

2is c . easure of the growth I have,achieved tyself '.
Countertransference tendencies are operative in all

relationships. The fundamental issue is whether they
are allovred to control the counsellor's response or not.
A certain degree of maturity in the counsellor is a

protection against the unfavourable influence of

countertransference on the progresf of counselling.
Countertransference tendencies car. be operative in the

relatively mature counsellor as v.ell as in the immature.

Humility and rugged honesty work fo>- the counsellor's
awareness of such tendencies in himself. Awareness

must be followed by control of the tendencies, if they
are not to interfere with the counselling relationship.
If the counsellor finds xt aifficult to control such

tendencies, he should coneftlt a psychotherapist.
Consultation can help him to deal v.xth them adequately.
If after consultation they still continue xo interfere,
then the pastor should resort to referral lor the welfare

of the client.

1. M.J. O'Bricm, Op. Cit. ppl6C-l 4.
2. C.R. Rogers, 'On Beco ing a Person', p. t?6.



A quotation from Frieda Fromm-Reichmann
will eerv« se an admirable conclusion to this discussion

of countertranef"rence. 'If it is true that the therapist
must avoid reacting to the patient's data in terms of his
own life-experience, this means that he must have enough
sources of satisfaction and security in his non-profess¬
ional life to forego the temptation of using his

patients for the pursuit of personal satisfaction and

security. If he h; s not been successful in securing
the personal fulfilments in his life which he wanted
and needs, he should realise this. His attitune
towards the sources of dissatisfaction and unhappinese
in his lixe must ;,hen be clarified and integrated to

the extent that the,y do not interfere with his emotional

stability, s.nci with his ability to concentrate upon

listening to the patient. '

1. F. Fromm-Reichmann, Op. Cit. , p. 7.
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D.

There remain tv.o matterb which require

a fairly detailed examination under the subject of
counter*rensference: (1) the alleged authoritarian and

(2) judgmental attitudes of the pastor. One finds it
taken for granted in a great deal of counselling
literature that the pastor vill find it particularly
difficult to divest himself of the authoritarian and

judgmental attitudes in his counselling. This view
has led some commentators to the conclusion that the

pastor cannot be a successful counsellor in any

significant sense. It has been found from much
experience xhat the successful counsellor must d.associate

himself from authoritarianism whether of an official

or functional kind; and since the pastor has to

appear as an authority xn many of his roles end
functions, this is thought by some - including religious
writers - to debar him from theoutset. from becoming a

good counsellor. The sane reasoning is also used to

disqualify the pastor from the ranks of good counsellors^
on account of his judgmental attitudes.

These issues will be examined under the
■

ollowing 'heads'.

(d.i.) The Conflict between the Authorxtalive and

Auuhcr ttr-.T-jan conception ci the pas cor's Office

red the r■ -n-Anthoritarian Approacb. in Counselling.

(c . 2) The Conflict b tween the Judgmental Attitude

?. r.d xhe Permisg ive A11.1 tuoe rei oir^d xn Counselling

(d. 1: The Auxhoritativ0 and Authoritarian Approach

ec a,-a Inst the Non-Author x tar if n

The vorti 'authority' has a number of meanings,
and it is easy to slip unwittingly from one meaning to

1. 1?. S. Lee, 'Principles of Pastoral Counselling',
I. T. Ramsey, 'On Not Being Judgmental'. Contact,arch, 1970
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the other. ]?ur our purpo; e, it is better to examine
the vcrioue ways the pastor can be called * en authority'.

(d.1.1) He is 'an authority1 cm account of his Office

In the Church tnd Society.

The Minister is en authority figure because
ho is duly appointed to carry out certain functions
and duties. These include preaching, teaching,

conducting worship, and pastoral cere of a parish and

congregation. We should also recognize that the

authority conferred by this functional role derives
not only from his status within a local perish and

congregation, but also from his official, functional
and representational role within his coma-union. In

all his duties he speaks as a representatxve of his
the church that calls and ordains him to the ministry.

But there is another aspect to his authority
as a functionary of the Church. The pastor is appointed
to his office by the laws snd customs accepted by hie
Church. However, this act of appointment is also the

making effective of his celling by God to this office.
This two-fold f. spect of the pastor's office must be

kept in mind when considering his authority which
derives from his appointment as an official or

functionary of the church.

Nov, some writers maintain that this functional

role, if considered the essence of his ministry, comes

into conflict with his v<or.k as a counsellor. This is

so, they argue, because in his functional role he is an

impersonal, authoritative representative, whereas in
his counselling he is required to create a warm, personal
relationship betveen himself and his clients. There is

also the added difficulty that he cannot be divested in
the eyes of his clients of his authoritative role.
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The most explicit statement of this position
is found in R. S. Lee's book, 'Principles of Pastoral

Counselling'. The follow ng quote is a fairly extensive

passage froi this book, dealing with the pastor as

confessor: "The confessor is a functionary or et ent
in virtue of his office ss a minister of the church.

Tie also acts as the agent of God in the some office.
He is, therefore, particularly in the eyes of the

client, both on authoritative and authority figure.
He is also en individual person, but usually what
he is as a person is irrelevant to the declaration
of forgiveness to the penitent his attitude
of love, underetandmg, ana compassion has a marked

healing effect upon the penitent, but even this he
exercises as belonging to his office. He strives
to be impersonal. The counsellor, on the other hand,
acts as a person and enters into a personal, not

impersonal, relationship with his client..... It is
true also that the client is likely to see the
counsellor as an authority figure, a parental
substitute, but this is an unconscious attitude,

pert of his immaturity, which should be dissolved
if the counselling develops successfully there
are movements in all churches to make liturgical
confession a more personal relationship end to

associate it ore closely with counselling.^ "
There are a number of questions which

this paragraph raises. For instance, we must ask
whether the pastor's personal qualities are irrelevant
to his declaration of forgiveness. Lee himself gives
an emphatic 'no' in an earlier passage. 'The second

vay in which the practice of confession is beneficial

is thrt the penitent is brought into an environment of

1. R. S. Lee, Op. Cit. , pp. 117-118.
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love, understanding., ; nd acceptance. This is manifested
in the comessor first of til, era his love reflects
and conveys the love of God. Thus this encounter

the penitent is given tvo things he needs: first a

human relationship in which he is accepted with love
end second the assurance of God's love1'. This

passage makes it clear that the confessor, though
an authoritative ana authority figure, can enter
into a warmly loving and accepting relationship with
the penitent. The pastor's position of authority in
the church andinthe lives of members of his congregation
does not prevent him from creating human relttionships
which provide an environment in which people crn

experience the love of God. Thus there .is the

closest possible links between what the pastor ("sand
'his office as a minister of the church'. A funda¬

mental contradiction at this point would destroy
t e effectiveness of his work as a pastor. We would

agree vith Lee that the pastor exercises his personal
qualities of love, understanding ana compassion as a

functionary ana agent of the church; but these
qualities are not the fruits of the office;but the
necessary qualification for admission to the office
of the ministry.

Again, Lee states that a client may regard
the counsellor as an authority figure, a parent

substitute, but thf t this is a sign of his immaturity.
Granted; but what about ihe penitent's attitude to his

confessor as en authoritative end authority figure?
Are ther^ no immature elements in the penitent's

altitude? 'When he cotii.es to the pf stor the adult

1. Ibid., p. 116.
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in him will present the case in terms of the problem

which has precipitated his need, but hie emotional
attitudes to the pastor will be dominated by the
infantile aspect of the personality. He will tend
to treat the pastor as a parent surrogate, and adopt
towards him the attitudes of a young child to his

parents, dependence end love, fear and Rebelliousness.
He will unconsciously seek from the pastor the
satisfaction he failed to get from his parents ...'

How is the pastor to foster the abandonment
of such infantile attitudes?'...'the pastor will treat
each of them as en individual person in need of his

help, end establish with each the healing, personal

r-elrtionship which it is within his power to give
2

and which is hie function as pastor Here we

find Lee emphasizing again the importance of the

pastor's personal qualities in bis work, and also
the pastor's special qualifications and obligation,
es a representative of God end the church, to offer
such help. In other words, in his work the pastor

remains an authority figure by virtue of his calling
end qualifications.

Earlier in the book, Lee writes, * the
successful counsellor has to divest himself of

authoritarianism, whether of en official or functional
3

character.... ' and speaking of pastors, he writeE,
'He nay become so skilled that he can completely
divest himself of authoritarianism, if counselling
seams to be needed. Better still, he may find that
he can free himself in all his work from the

4
authoritarian attitude ..... ' It is significant
that the pastor is not recommended to cease to be an

1. Ibid., pp.31-32. 4„ Ibid., p.10.
2. Ibid., p.60.
3. Ibid., p. 9-
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authority figure, but to divest himself of authoritar¬
ianism in all his work. So e psychotherapists charge
that religion and pastors often foster emotional

immaturity, childish dependency, and 4ack of inner
freedom by making conformity to a theological and
ethical •party-line* the all-exclusive goal. The
individual is deprived of the possibility of growth,

through working out his own salvation.

Unfortunately, this is a valid accusation
when applied to religious approaches which are based

on irrational authority. Authoritarianism, in
whatever form, develops fear, submiteiveness, dependence
and guilt. But the antidote to authoritarianism is
not for the pastor to divest himself of his legitimate

authority, but to ensure that in all his dealings with

others, his exercise of authori ty is based on competence,

understanding and compassion. The fundamental weakness
in Lee's book is that he does not allow that the pastor

can reiaain an authority figure in counselling without

destroying the essential human qualities of the

relationship.

(d.1.2) Sapiental Authority

Sapientai authority is the authority derived
from the pastor's training and experience. His training
end subsequent experience should five him knowledg e

end wisdom to qualify him in those areas proper to his
work. To some extent, the pastor is unique among the
counsellors in his training. Unlike most counsellors,
he is trained in theology, philosophy, and psychology
of religious experience. This training should equip
hii; to be of special help to those whose problem s lie
in an unsuccess ful search for a philosophy of life
which could give meaning to their existence; and should
also equip him to develop expertise in facilitating
rowth in inter-personal relationships.
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One of the jagged-edged problems that cute
its way into much discussion on pastoral counselling
concerns the competence of the pastor, especially
regarding his equipment and training as counsellor,
"uch of the criticism of his qualificatione is based

on criteria that are external to the ministry itself.
The tacit assumption is that a full tracing in

psychology and sociology would qualify him to v ork
as a pastoral counsellor, and to meet the needs which
are presented to the pastor. But in essence, the
demand that the pastor qualify in another profession
is begging the question of the adequacy of his own

education as a minister. His training should equip
him to implement his explicit role as a minister.

The minister's insecurity lies not so much in his
lack of preparation in other disciplines, such as

psychology and sociology, as in hie lack of clarity
of, and respect for, his own identity as a minister.
Obviously the challenge here for the pastoral
counsellor is to aevelop an understending of counselling
that is intrinsic to the distinctive principles of our

faith, and that will issue in a clear and confident
sense of hLs own identity as a man of God in Christ.

Pastoral counselling has been greatly
influenced by the Rogerian client-centred approach
to counselling. Here the emphasis is on the concepts
of passivity, acceptance, and permissiveness. Adopting
these techniques often uncritically has meant that

clergy have felt obliged to conceal their special

training and knowledge in order not to appear

au horitarian. Pastors were not to direct, advise
or inspire in their counselling. It is now generally

accepted 'vhat it is often constructive, even e. sential,
for the pastor to uv e his authority selectively in
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sustaining, guiding, inspiring, confronting, teaching,
encouraging persons to function responsibly. The
authority derived from the minister's knowledge,
skill f. nd role is an invaluable asset in counselling,
provided he knows how to use it appropriately^. '

The distinction drawn by TDrich Fromm between
rational end irrational authority is valid here. Ail
of us need rational authority, that is, authority
based on knowledge and competence. This was the

authority tith which Jesus spoke. His competence
in spiritual matters was self-evident. Hie grasp of
the truth wrs unmistakably authentic. This was in

sharp contrast to the irrational authority of the
scribes and pharisees. Theirs was an authority
based on status and power over others.

d.1.3 I.^oral and Spiritual Authority

The pastor carries out his counselling in
the context of his work in a parish and congregation.
Like the family doctor, but unlike most professional

counsellors, the minister normally has a wealth of
ongoing, est?biiehed relationships. In many cases

these provide a solid foundation for counselling,

allowing progress to be made by the person in much
10SB time then w/ould be required to 'start from

scratch' in a counselling relationship. The pastor's

ongoing, day-to-day relationships Vvith i. e, bers of his
congregation of all ages, in light end shadow, in
sickness and health, through times of adversity and
times of success, are a major advantage over other

counsellors, which he should use to the full. As he
carries out his pastoral duties, as individuals and
families benefit from his guioance, advice and ministry,
he earns the warm trust and affection of his congregation.

1. H.J. Clinebell, Go. Git. n.^1.
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This is en aspect of the pastor's authority in counselling
which is often overlooked. Parishioners come to their

i, inist rs for counselling because they have previously
proved themselves understanding and receptive in other

relationships.

The Conflict between the Judgmental attitude ; nd the

Permissive Attitude in Counselling.

'Prom a psychological point of view, one may

judge the client to be immature, because of the complete
lack of social feeling, and the absence of any interest

in, or regard for, the personality of his partner.
Prom a moralistic point of view, one may evaluate the
client as amoral in his attitudes and unconventional

or even antisocial in his behaviour. But from a

therapeutic point of view, such evaluations and

judgments are not made. It is the therapist's
function riot to pass judgment, but to clarify and

objectify t e client's basic attitudes, in order
that the client himself may decide whether they
ere in line with his own life goals. To take such
an approach involves a deep respect for the autonomy
aind integrity of the individual. It involves a

belief in the right of each individual to self-
2

determination. • The views expressed in this passage

from Rogers' book, 'Counselling and Psychotherapy',
have had a deep and pervasive influence on all 'schools
of counselling', including pastoral counselling. Although,
as we shall see later, the extre e Ro erian or client-
centred position on the non-judgmental attitude
required of the counsellor has undergone considerable

revision, nevertheless it served the counselling

1. C.A. Wise, Op. Cit. , Ch. 111.

2*. C.R. Rogers, 'Counselling and Psychotherapy', p. 327-
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fraternity well in showing the deleterious effects
of the judgmental or moralistic attitudes on the

process of counselling.
The judgmental or moralistic attitude is

th-> product of an authoritarian conscience. It

manifests itself particularly in concern over ethical

trivia, feelings and impulses which are taboo in one's

culture, and also in applying rigid moral standards
to the complexity of behaviour. Its concern is not
to understand behaviour but to judge its rightnees
or wrongness. By making an idol of conformity to a

set of ethical strictures, it creates guilt, reeenti. ent,
and blocks growth to maturity.

Having recognised the real dangers created

by the judgmental attitude, are we then in full

agreement with the position explained by Rogers in
our quotation at the beginning of this section? By
no means: for one of the significant developments in

recent psychotherapy and counselling is the recognition

given to the passive contribution iuade in therapy by
the values of the oherapist. Counsellors now advocate
the technique of rejecting the client's irresponsible

behaviour, and of facing him with the consequences of
his unrealistic actions. This is not the old

authoritarian and judgmental attitudes in a new guise*

Alongside this new emphasis on confrontation, there is
found an uncompromising rejection of vertical
aut .oritarianism, moralistic preachments and hostile
attacks indulged in unaer the cloak of 'righteous
indignation'. 'The therapist must reject the behaviour
which is unrealistic but still accept the patient and

1. V. 13. Prankl, 'Man's Search for leaning', W, Glaeser,

•Reality Therapy', H.J. Clinebell, Op. Cit. , Ch. Xlll.
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still maintain his involvement with hira"*"'.
There appear xo be three basic reasons for

this new approach. One reason xs the recognition
that unqualified per; iseiveness, rather than express

the counsellor's regard for his client, mejpr well
express his indifference. It may convey the impression
that the counsellor ooee not expect much of the client.
To love a person implies to care, and to feel responsible
for his life, not only for his physical existence but

2
for the growth and development of all his human powers.

Another reason is the conviction that 'morale,

standards, values, or right end wrong behaviour are

all intimateljr related to the fulfilment of our need
3

for self-worth Self respect comes through self-

discipline and loving care for others.

Again, it xe now increasingly realised that
the transmission of human values is unavoidable in

the close human relationship of counselling. Sullivan
even went so far as to claim that the therapist's

personal values and attitudes towards life influence
4

his professional work as much at hie skills and training .

And Karl Wenninger wrote, 'We cannot ignore the fact
that what the psycho-analyst believes, what he lives

for, what he loves, what he considers to be good and
what he considers to be evil, become known to the

patient, end influence him enormously not as 'suggestion'
5

but as inspiration .

1. W, Gle3ser, Op. Cit. , p. 21.
2. J. Mclntyre, 'On the Love of God', passim.
3. W. Gleseer, Op. Cit. p. 11.

4. H. S. Sullivan, 'Psychiatric Interview',
5. K. Menninger, Op. Cit. p. 91-
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When we turn to pastoral counselling, we
find a similar emphasis on the values of confrontation
in countelling,.'If his acceptance of their feelings is

mistakenly seen by them as condoning their person

hurting behaviour, they will be confused and. let
down by him. The minister should never be timid
in counselling about what he regards as right"*"'.
'The pastoral counsellor's mood then is one of

patience, not indifference. His own permissiveness

gushes forth from the depth of his own specific,
clear and conscious memory of having been justified
by faith, and that without deserving it himself.
His law is neither the forensic meditations of

canonical lawyers through the ages, nor a perfectly
restored sacred canon. His passion is to fulfil
the law of Christ by restoring gently the one

ov°rtalcen in a fault, looking to himself, lest he
he also be tempted. He can be kind and tender-hearted,

forgiving the brother because God, for Christ's sake,
2 '

forgave him.

1. H.J. Clinebell, Op. Cit. , pp226-227*
2. W. E. Oates, Op. Cit., p. 34 aAd also of I. T. Ramsey,

Op.Cit. ,; P. Halmoe, 'The Faith of the Counsellors';
A.C. Outler, 'Psychotherapy and the Christian Message';
J. G. /VfcKenzie, 'Guilt. Its earning and Significance';
D. E. Roberts,'Psychotherapy ? nd the Christian View of I an'.
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